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social scientists with a varying degree of success. Kuhnwrote that scientific

paradigms are ... accepted examples of actual scientific practice, examples which

include law, theory, applicationand instrumentation together -[that} provide

models from which spring particular coherent traditions of scientific research. He

adds: Men whose research is based on shared paradigms are committed to the same

rules and standards for scientific practice (Kuhn,1970:10).

In his later publications (1974:460: 1980) Kuhnworked out the unshaded use of the

concept of paradigm by distinguishing between a more encompassing type of

paradigm which he called a disciplinary matrix and a more limited type of paradigm

which he called exemplars. The exemplars enable the scientist to discern in new

phenomena the. same traits or famHyresemblance which occurs in the example or

paradigm. The acknowledgement of the role of paradigms in the sciences does

however represent a new development in the history of the sciences.

Adam Smith's definition of a paradigm, in his book Powers of the Mlnd(1975), is: A

shared set of assumptions. Theparadigm is the way we perceive the world; water

to the fish. The paradigm explaIns the world to us and helps us to predict its

behavior. Smith's point about prediction is significant. He argues that most of the

time we do not predict things with our paradigms. But paradigms do give us the

added advantage of being able to create a valid set of expectations about what will

probably occur in the world based on our shared set of assumptions. He writes:

When we are In the middle of the paradigm, it is hard to imagine any other

paradigm ( Smith, 1975:19).

From a practical point of view Stephen R.Covey(1994:23, 24) explains the concept
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paradigm as follows: ...a simple way to understand paradigms is to see them as

maps. We all know that 'the map is not the territory: A Map is simply an

explanation of certain aspects of the territory. That's exactly what aparadigm is.

It is a theory, an explanation, or model of something else ...Each of us has many,

many maps in our head, which can be divided into main categories: maps of the way

things are, or realities, and maps of the way things should be, or values. We

interpret everything we experience through these mental maps. We seldom

question their accuracy; we're usually even unaware that we have them. We simply

assume that the way we see things is the way they really are or the way they should

be. And our attitudes and behaviors grow out of those assumptions. The way we

see things is the source of the way we think and the way we act.

In the same vein, Barker (1993:32) writes: A paradigm is a set of rules and

regulations (written or unwritten) that does two things: 1) it establishes or defines

boundaries; and 2) it tells you how to behave inside the boundaries in order to be

successful.

So paradigms give us the rules of the game according to which we live and order our

lives, and cope; whether it is the way in which we shave, tie our laces, clear the

kitchen, our ritual before going to bed, pattern of playing rugby, or form of

government - our lives are fraught with paradigms. The danger of a paradigm lies in

when a specific paradigm becomesthe paradigm: the only truth or the only way of

doing something (Barker, 1993:32).

Against the aforementioned background, it is therefore imperative to note that

the following proposed paradigm is just that: g proposal.
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2.4.3 The dynamic interaction between body, soul and spirit: a proposed

paradigm

From the research that has been done from a Biblicalperspective whereby some

researchers argues for a monistic anthropology of man while others argue for 'n

dichotomous view and another school for a trichotomic anthropology, it is the

researcher's humble conviction that the Bible does indeed subscribe to the fact

that man is a tripartite being: spirit, soul and body.

In the researcher's humble opinionWatchman Nee's Work The Spiritual Man (1977)

is arguably the most complete work on the three-sidedness of the human being as

deduced from Scripture to date. Watchman Nee (1977:20) himself refers to

Andrew Murray, FB Meyer, Otto Stockmayer, Jessie Penn-Lewis,Evan Roberts and

others whosupported the trichotomy concept of the human being as they

understood it from the Scriptures. The question may rightly be put: Is it

necessary to take cognisance of the fact that spirit, soul and body are distinctive

parts of the human being; is it really necessary to knowit; is it of any importance in

terms of a believer's relationship with God; is it really important to knowthis and

understand it?

The theologian Venter (1987:1-3) argues unequivocallythat man is in totality (soul,

spirit and body) created by God. Watchman Nee (1977:22) is very definite and

clear on this: It is an issue of supreme importance for it affects tremendously the

spiritual life of a believer. How can a believer understand spiritual life if he does

not know what is the extent of the realm of the spirit? Without such

understanding how can he grow spiritually? To fail to distinguish between spirit and
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soul is fatal to spiritual maturity. Christians often account what is soulical as

spiritual, and thus they remain in a soulish state and seek not what is really spiritual

This argument of Nee can be further explained by the following: In Genesis 1:26 it

is written: Then Godsaid, Let us make man in our image, in our likeness... Genesis 2

declares: The Lord God formed the man from the dust of the ground and breathed

into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a livingbeing. When the

breath of life (which implies the spirit of man) came into contact with the body of

the human being (Adam) the soul (reason, emotions, will/behavior) was established.

Jesus Himselfsaysin John 6:63 that it is the Spirit whogives life... ThewordsI

have spoken to you are spirit and they are life. The Holy Spirit of Godshould

however not be confused with the spirit of man. Romans8:16 explains this

difference by declaring: The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are

God's children (cf. also Ezek. 36:26-27).

Watchman Nee (1977:23-24) explains this concept very clearly as follows: The

originalof word 'life'in 'breath of life' is 'chay'and is in the plural. This may refer

to the fact that the inbreathing of Godproduced a twofold life, soulical and

spiritual. When the inbreathing of Godentered man's body, it became the spirit of

man; but when the spirit reacted with the body the soul wasproduced. This

explains the source of our spiritual and soulical lives. We must recognise, though,

that this spirit is not God's Own life, for 'the breath of the Almighty gives me life'

(Job 33:4). It is not the entrance of the uncreated life of God into man, neither is

it that life of God which we receive at regeneration. What we receive at new birth

is God's Own life as typified by the tree of life. But our human spirit, though

permanently existing, is voidof 'eternal life: 'Formedman of dust from the

ground:' refers to man's body; 'breathed into his nostrtls the breath of life' refers
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to man's spirit as it came from God;and 'manbecame a livingsou/' refers to man's

soul when the body was quickened by the spirit and brought into being a livingand

self-conscious man. A complete man is a trinity - the composite of spirit, soul and

body. According to Genesis 2.7, man was made up of only two independent

elements, the corporeal and the spiritual,' but when Godplaced the spirit within the

casing of the earth, the soul wasproduced The spirit of man touching the dead

body produced the soul. The body apart from the spirit was dead, but with the

spirit man was made alive. The organ thus animated was called the soul.

Rebecca Brown(1992:164) writes the followingin this regard: ... Adam lived, and

become aware of himself... There is a natural body and a spiritual body (1 Cor

15:44).

Diagramatically Brown(1992:164) explains the concept of man being a trinity as

follows:
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In 1 Thess 5:23 Paulwrites: May Godhimself, the God of peace, sanctify you

through and through. May your whole spirit, soul and body be kept blameless at

the comingof our Lord Jesus ChrIst (emphasis mine). Take note, too, of Mary's

song of praise to God in Luke 1:46-47: And Mary said: My soul glorifies the Lord

and my spirit rejoices in Godmy Saviour. Zechariah 12:1declares that it is God who

...forms the spirit of manwithinhim. In the samevain, Hebr 4:12 states: For the

word of God IS livingand powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing

even to the division of soul and spirit, and of joints and marrow, and is a discerner

of the thoughts and intents of the heart. From 1 Thess 5:23, Luk 1:46-47 and Hebr

4:12 it is quite clear that soulandspirit are two different entities in the psycho-

spiritual make-upof man.

So just as God consists of a tri-unity, he also created manas a tripartite being.

Diagramatically the analogyof God'strinity in mancan be explained as follows:

FATHER SPIRIT (Holy Spirit in
man's spirit)

HOLYSPIRIT SON BODY (5 senses) SOUL (Man's ego:
thoughts, feelings,
behavior)

It stands to reason that there is no question here of a direct comparisonor pairing

off in terms of grouping between the Trinity of God and manas a tripartite. Fact

is however, that both Godand man consist of three parts. It is further important
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to note that man's spirit in this sense has a metaphorical function in as much that it

points to God's Holy Spirit being present or absent in a human being (in his/her

spirit) (cf. Heyns, 1992:113-119).

Watchman Nee (1977:25) explains the dynamic interaction of the spirit, soul and

body as follows: This trinity of spirit, soul and body may be partially illustrated by a

light bulb. Within the bulb, which can represent the total man, there are

electricity, light and wire. The spirit is like the electricity, the soul the light, and

body the wire. Electricity is the cause of light while light is the effect of

electricity. Wire is the material substance for carrying the electricity as well as

for manifesting the light. The combination of spirit and body produces soul, that

which is unique to man. As electricity, carried by the wire, is expressed in light, so

spirit acts upon the soul and the soul, in turn, expresses itself through the body.

Although the soul represents the meeting place of body and spirit of the human

being in his existence on earth, only the spirit will exist after death: 1 Corinthians

15:44-45 explains: it is sown a naturalbody,it is raised a spiritualbody. If there

is a natural body, there is also a spiritual body. So it is written: ' The first man

Adam became a livingbeing' the last Adam, a life-giving spirit (cf. also Venter,

1987:2; Ellens, 1987:31-33).

By meansof his body mancomesinto contact with the material world, which imparts

to him a certain world consciousness. His soul represents his reason, emotions and

behavior and enables him to experience the world by meansof his 5 senses(taste,

hearing, sight, touch and smell). Since the soul is peculiar / unique to every person

and makeshim/her that which he/she really is, we can at this point (i.e. when
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dealing with the soulical dimensionof a humanbeing) speak of self-consciousness,

or personality. Thus spirit represents that part of your humanity by meansof

which you communicate with God: through which you approach God in prayer with

requests, thanksgiving and praise. Therefore your spirit represents the element of

God-consciousness. Nee (1977:26) writes: Goddwells in the spirit, self dwells in

the soul, while sense dwells in the body.
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The researcher formulated the followingdiagram to explain the aforementioned argument:

HUMAN
BEING

SENSES SOUL

WORLD
CONSCIOUSNESS

GOD
CONSCIOUSNESS

EMOTIONS

SELF CONSCIOUSNESS:

PERSONAUTY

The soul represents the place where spirit and body meet. Nee (1977:26) explains:

The spirit cannot act directly upon the body. It needs a medium, and that medium

is the soul produced by the touching of the spirit with the body. The soul

therefore stands between the spirit and the body, binding these two together. The

spirit can subdue the body through the medium of the soul, so that it willobey God:
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likewise the body through the soul can draw the spirit into loving the world(cf also

Pember, 1942:77; Vander Walt, 1990:7-8).

So it is clear that the soul is the balancing-point of a human being, since his free

will(choice) is located there. If the soul is prepared to make a free choice and

submit to take up a humble position under the guidance of the spirit (filled and

guided by the Holy Spirit of God) then only can such a Holy Spirit-filled spirit

control the total human being (also the soul and body) (cf. also Lotter, 1993:132).

But if the soulical dimension of the humanbeing should rebel against his spirit the

spirit is powerless to reign over soul and body. This is exactly where the key lies:

The humanbeing is created by Godwith a free willand he has a choice; man is not

a mere robot which simplyacts according to God's will-Godgives man a willto

choose: either for Himor against Him:He chooses either for God (and eternal life)

or against God (and for Satan and death). Because God has given to the soul of man

so much sovereign (independent) power, the soul represents the core of a human

being's identity and personality and therefore the Bible calls man a livingbeing

(Heyns, 1992:173-181; Vander Walt, 1990:6-9).

Before the Fall Adam and Eve livedas perfect kindred spirits with God. Their

spirits did indeed testify with the Spirit of God that they were children of God (cf.

Rom8:15-16). After they had sinned, however, they fell into the imperfect soulical

dimension (their own intellectual capacity, self-love) and realised that they were

standing naked before the Truth, in other words, before God (cf. also

Collins;1993:89). The needs of their ownego's, (soulical needs) were of more

importance to Adam and Eve (representing all human beings) than spiritual

communionand an intimate partnership with God (Vander Walt, 1990:7).
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ADAM AND EVEBEFORETHE FALL(Solomon,1971:27)

Directed towards people/
the world

SOUL Directed towards God:
Interaction: Praise/

Requests/Conversation

Untainted/Pure/Clean

Spirit: Filled by the
Holy Spirit

BODY
(with 5 senses: smell,

Taste. feel. see. hear) Directed at the
environment

Shortly after the creation of man (Adam),before the Fall, Adam functioned on a

supernatural level. The bent arrow in the diagram shows the interaction between spirit,

soul and body -without any conflict; a state of perfect harmony reigned. The 3 arrows

pointing outward refer to interaction/communication with God, with fellowmenand with

the environment/nature (Solomon,1971:27).

With reference to Hebr 4:12 (For the word of Godis livingand powerful, and sharper than

any two-edged sword, piercing even to the divisionof soul and spirit, and of joints and

marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart). Rebecca Brown

(1991:138-139)describes the situation before the fall of Adamand Eve as follows: Did

you ever wonder why it is necessary to divide between our soul and spirit? According to

the above verse there can be a division made (or separation of) the soul and the spirit.

The first Adam, before the fall, could relate to, and see the spirit world as easily as he
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could the physical world. How? By the use of his spiritual body. This is demonstrated by

the ease with which he could walk and talk with God in the Garden of Eden. He had a

conscious awareness of his spiritualbody the same as he had a conscious awareness of his

physical body. His soul (conscious intellect and will)controlled both his spiritual and

physical bodies. But, at the fall,spiritual death took place - that is,Adam and his

descendants were no longer consciously aware of their spiritual body, and thus could not

commune with the Lord as he had once done (cf.also Smith, 2000:21-24).

Brown (1992:166) graphically explains as follows:

Soul

Body

Spirit
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Adam before the fall was the only man made in the image of God.
Adam could communicate with God who is Spirit.
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At the fall it was disaster. The mysterious link was destroyed.
This ended Adam's free communication with God.

(See Hebrews 4:12.)



1 Corinthians 15:44 puts it as follows: If there is a natural body, there is also a

spiritual body. Brown(1992:166) refers to this verse saying that this part of

Scripture is often ignored by readers. According to her the spirit of a humanbeing

has a form or image which tallies with its physical body. She reckons very few

people realise this fact. Satanists and people involvedin the occult and things like

astral projection do realise it very well. (In the work of Sylvan Muldoonand

Hereward Carrington [1956], Theprojection of the Astral body the existence of

astral projection is analysed scientifically and BrownI s interpretation from the

Scriptures about the existence of a spiritual body is, ironically, confirmed to a

great extent.) Muldoonand Carrington go as far as saying: From our study of astral

projection we ... now have a fair idea of 'the passing' at the time of death,' for,

after all,deat~ is but apermanentprojection -a projection of the astral body,

wherein the subject does not return to animate his physical counterpart (Muldoon

and Carrington, 1956:3).

The Bible also refers to something which may be described by someas a type of

astral division between body and spirit. The following quotations from 2 Cor 12:2-4,

and Revelation 4:1,2 point to experiences which the person (referring to Pauland

John respectively) observed in his spirit in a state where his spirit was separated

from his physical body. 2 Cor 12:2-4 says: I know a man in Christ who fourteen

years ago was caught up to the third heaven. Whether it was in the body or out of

the body I do not know -Godknows. And I know that this man - whether in the

body or apart from the body I do not know, but God knows - was caught up to

paradise. He heard inexpressible things, things that man is not permitted to tell

Revelation 4:1-2: After this I looked, and there before me was a door standing

open in heaven. And the voice I had first heard speaking to me like a trumpet said,
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"Comeup here, and I willshow you what must take place after this." A t once I was

in the spirit, and there before me was a throne in heaven with someone sitting on it.

Take note that John says in Revelation 4:1,2 that he was in the spirit, with an s in

lower case and which refers to his own humanspirit. Every time Scripture mentions

the Holy Spirit, it is spelt with a capital S, as in Revelation 1:10: On the Lord's Day

I was in the Spirit, and I heard behind me a loud voice like a trumpet ...(d. Brown,

1992:166-167).

Watchman Nee (1977:51-52) writes in the same vain that the dividing was

necessary because spirit and soul have become one. While they are intimately knit

they plunge man into a psychic world. Everything man does is done according to the

dictates of intellect or feeling. Nee, (1977:51-52) argues further: The spirit has

lost its power and sensation, as though dead asleep. What instinct it has in knowing

and serving God is entirely paralyzed It remains in a coma as if non-existent. This

is what is meant in Jude 19by "natural,not havingspirit" (literal). The spirit here

does not point to the Holy Spirit but to the humanspirit, for it is preceded by the

word ''natural''which literally is, "soulish'~ As ''soulish''pertains to man, so ''spirit''

also pertains to man. This certainly does not mean the humanspirit ceases to exist,

for Numbers 16.22 distinctly states that Godis "the Godof the spirits of all flesh/~

Thus, every human being still has in his possession a spirit, although it is darkened

by sin and impotent to hold communionwith God. However dead this spirit may be

towards God it may remain as active in the mindor the body. It is accounted dead

to God but is still very active in other respects. Nee (1977:52) writes: Sometimes

the spirit of a fallenmancaneven be stronger thanhis soulor body andgain

dominionover the whole being. Such persons are ''spiritual''just as most people are
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largely soulical or physical, because their spirits are much bigger that that of

ordinary individuals. These are the sorceresses and the witches. They indeed

maintain contacts with the spiritual realm: but these do so through the evil spirit,

not by the Holy Spirit. The spirit of the fallen man thus is allied with Satan and his

evil spirits. It is dead to Godyet very much alive to Satan and follows the evil

spirit which is now at work in him.

Also Compare Paul's letter to the Ephesians: Put on the whole armour of God, that

you may be able to stand against the wiles of the devlZ For we do not wrestle

against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers

of the darkness of this age, against spiritual hosts of this age, against spiritual

hosts of wickednessin the heavenlyplaces (Eph6:11-12).

As mentioned earlier, before the Fall Adam lived as a perfect kindred spirit with

God, according to Gen 2:7. In order to have a good understanding of the Fall as an

event and of how it affected the functioning of man as a tripartite being, it is

necessary to look briefly at the Tree of the Knowledgeof Goodand Eviland the

Tree of Life which God had planted in Paradise.

2.4.3.1 The two trees of Eden and the fall of man

In Gen 2:9 it is written: And the Lord Godmade all kinds of trees grow out of the

ground - trees that were pleasing to the eye andgood for food. In the middle of

the garden were the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and eVIZ
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Theword inHebrewhere used for knowledgeis the wordda 'ath whichmeans

cunningwhich includes in its meaning the following: cleverness, craftiness, slyness,

wiliness, skill, dexterity, know-how,competence (Joyner, 1993:8). This knowledge-

da 'ath - is from the flesh and directed at man's ownego and the self - sensory

knowledgeaimed at survival. Jer 17:5 writes: Cursed is the one who trusts in man,

who depends on flesh for his strength and whose heart turns away from the Lord

Since it is clear that da'ath results in death, man is admonished up to today to ...

live by the Spirit, and you willnot gratify the desires of the sinful nature. For the

sinful nature desires what is contrary to the Spirit, and the Spirit what is contrary

to the sinful nature. These are in conflict with each other, so that you do not do

what you want~GaI5:16-17), and also:. Blessed is the man who trusts in the LORD,

whose confidence is in him (Jer 17:7).

In his book: There were Two Trees in the Garden (1993) RickJoyner (1993:9)

writes: These same two 'trees' continue to challenge us. When we become

Christians these challenges do not end - they may well increase. Many times we will

have to choose between the fruit of these trees. Between them lies the focal point

of the dichotomy between the Kingdomof Godand the present evil age. The Tree

of Knowledgeand the Tree of Life are symbolic of two spiritual lineages or family

trees. The Bible, from Genesis to Revelation, is a history of two lineages.

Understanding these lineages can help us to understand the most common errors

besetting the entire humanrace, including those that have continually misled the

Church.
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The two Trees from Eden thus represent the freedom of choice that manhas to

choose between good and evil; the tree of the knowledge of good and evil or the

tree of life. Because God has given humanbeings a free will,he allows them to

choose for themselves.

God created man obviouslydifferent from all other creatures. Humanbeings have

a spirit - like the angels -but also at the same time a soul - likeanimalsfrom a

lower order. But above all, they have a free will(cf. Nee, 1977:43; Brown,1991:140;

Joyner, 1992:96-99; Heyns, 1992:10-11;Venter, 1987:1).

Nee (1977:43) puts it as follows: When Godcreated man He gave him a perfect

freedom. He d/d not make man an automaton, controlled automatically by His will

This is evident in Genesis 2 at the time Godinstructed the originalman what fruit

he could eat and what not. The man Godcreated was not a machine run by God;

instead he had perfect freedom of choice. If he chose to obey Goel,he could; if he

decided to rebel against Goel,he could do that too. Man had in his possession a

sovereignty by which he could exercise his volition in choosing to obey or to

disobey. This is a most important point, for we must realise that in our spiritual life

Godnever deprives us of our freedom. Unless we actively cooperate, God wH/not

undertake anything for us. Neither Godnor the devil can do any work without first

obtaining our consent, for man's will is free (cf. also Heyns, 1992:177-178).

The humanbeing's spirit initially was the highest, most prominent part of his being.
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The relationship between spirit, soul and body can be graphically explained as

follows:

1

Nee (1977:44) writes that God's original plan was for man's soul to receive and

absorb the full truth of God's Spirit. In this way a balance could have been

maintained between spirit and soul - to all eternity (ct. also Du Priest, 1993:387-

389).

- ---
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The fall of mancan diagrammatically explained as follows:

MAN BEFORETHE FALL

LIVESIN THESPIRITUAL DIMENSIQ

(Man soul - Le.thinking,
emotions, behavior and
body with 5 senses is
under direct guidance
of God's Spirit in
man'sspirit)

LIVESIN THESOULICALDIMENSION
(Man'sspirit is severed from God's
Spirit - Man'sspirit is .unborn"
and his body with its carnal
lusts are in the service
of man'sownselfish
ego).
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1 Pet 1:23 says that this rebirth has a very specific nature: For you have

been born again,not of perishable seed, but of imperishable, through the

livingand enduring word of God In practice this implies that the birth that

is mentioned here, is not a result of a sperm of man that inseminated a ovum

of a womanthrough natural humanintercourse. What rebirth implies is that

through the HolySpirit God -metaphorically - inseminates man's spirit

through the HolySpirit to come to spiritual life. This is only possible if man

is reborn through the initiative of the HolySpirit, and thus understands the

gracious gift of God's loveand accepts it, namely that the blood of Jesus

Christ flowed on the cross for himwhen He (Jesus) was sacrificed by God

instead of man so that He could save man from eternal death. This process

occurs by the grace of God through the callingof man through the Holy

Spirit. Knowledgeand insight into the gracious gift of God (Jesus Christ) is

reached by man by studying his word (the Bible) (compare Rom10:9-13 in

this regard). The practical manifestation of God's word to man is evident in

the life of Jesus Christ, His Son, and what he stood for and preached.

Thus, at rebirth, through the callingof the HolySpirit a person accepts

Jesus as Lord and Saviour: Bythis process man's spiritual body is born again

or renewed and he can communicate with Godand worship Himthe way Adam

could do it before the fall. The fact that we can communicate with God

through our humanspirit (with the help of the HolySpirit) is clearly

illustrated in the followingtext: Jesus speaks: Yet a time is coming and has

now come when the true worshippers willworship the Father in spirit and

truth, for they are the kind of worshippers the Father seeks (John 4:23,24;

ct. also Lotter, 1993:50-51).
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Thus only a spirit can communicate with the spiritual world, in this case to

worship God the Father, who is a Spirit (Brown1992:140). (See the figure

below.)
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THE TR UE CHRISTIAN

This link is activated ONLY
when God chooses. He uses it:

. To give understanding
of the scriptures.

. To make our hearts
aware of His presence.

. To give us discerning
of spirits, etc,

(Taken from Brown(1992:140»

As wehavealreadymentionedHebr 4:12states that: the Wordof God

(whereby a person is reborn according to 1Peter 1:23) is livingand powerful

and capable of separating soul and spirit and of joints and marrow....

Consequently we can deduce that through knowledge of Godthe Word (the
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fact that Jesus died on the Cross and that his blood cleansed man of sin)

soul and spirit are separated and the spirit of man comes to life as a result

of the indwellingof the HolySpirit. In the same passage it is also

mentioned that a soul and spirit is severed through the word of God, there is

also a severing of joints and marrow. In this sense joints refer to man's

sinfull/soulical body. Bloodis produced by marrow. The Bible says in Lev

17:11that ... life is in the blood So it stands to reason that what is meant

here by the author that a separation between the temporary

(soulical/earthly body) part of man and his (eternal) spiritual part takes

place when his spirit is given eternal life by the HolySpirit. Ezek 36:26-27

declares in the same vein: I willgive you a new heart and put a new spirit in

yOU;I willremove form you your heart of stone andgive you a heart of flesh.

And I willput mv Spirit in yOUand move you to follow my decrees and be

careful to keep my laws.Paulalsostates in 2 Tim1:7:For Goddidnot give us

a spirit of timidity, but a spirit of power, of love and of self-discipline. Now

one's spirit can testify with the Spirit of Godthat he is a childof God(Rom

8:15-16) Now he can bear the fruit of the Holy Spirit and discover the gifts

of the Holy Spirit. (Cf. Gal 5:22 & 1 Cor 12:7-10.) Job 32:8 declares: ...it is

the spirit in a man, the breath of the Almighty that gives him understanding.

Through the Holy Spirit man's spirit is capable of communicating with God

and to worship Him. But, according to Hebr 4:12, it is not the will of God

that we should consciously regain control of our spiritual bodies while we are

still living on earth and in our sinful condition. That is the reason why the

sword of the Spirit makesa division between soul (mind, intellect and will)

and spirit. When this division has comeabout, it is no longer possible for the

soul to control the spiritual body. This is also the reason why in 1 Thess 5:23
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Paulexpresses the wish that our spirit as well as our soul and our physical

bodies be under the total governanceof Jesus Christ (ct. Brown, 1992:165-

168).

Another way of demonstrating the division between soul and spirit can be

graphically explained as follows:

1. UNSEPERATEDSOUL AND SPIRIT (CARNAL CHRISTIAN)

100':'0 SOUL

SPIRIT
DIVINE
SANCTIFI-
CATION AND
GROWTH

.2.
LIFE: HUMAN PROBLEMSAND HUMAN JOYS

Since the fall of man life has always beena cycle of events alternating

between good and bad (on a soulicallevel). More often than not people's

spiritual relationship with God is a reaction to what they experience on a

soulicallevel from day to day; for example a farmer has a good crop ((1) in

graphic) and then exclaims: Godblessed me. (a) A mother will say: My baby

is very sick, (2) maybe Godis punishing me. (b) And so people try to

attribute Gods favouring or unfavouring about what happensto them in their
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lives every day. (This is exactly what Job and his 2 friends argued about:

What did Job do wrong to be punished by God?)

If a person does not understand that soul and spiritare different entities

which needs to be severed that one's spirit can have a relationship with God

in spite of what happens in the soulical dimension, he Ishe willbe caught in

the trap of remaining what Nee (1977:67-68) calls a carnal Christian: ...a

carnal Christian is one who has been born anew and has God's life, but

instead of overcoming his flesh, he is overcome by the flesh ... A carnal

Christian, therefore, is one whose spirit has been quickened, but who still

follows his soul and body unto sin. Patrick Morley (1997:49-51) prefers the

term cultural Christian. According to him,cultural Christianity means to

pursue the God people want instead of the God who is. It is the tendency of

people to be shallow in their understanding of God; sensing a need for God

but on their ownterms. It is Godrelative instead of God absolute (Morley,

1997:49). Charles Solomon(1989:57-66) gives the followingaccount about

the difference between a carnal or cultural Christian and a spiritual

Christian. According to Solomon(1989:58): Many a Christian is in a sort of

spiritual no-man's-land He has no idea how to proceed in spiritual growth

even though he may have the motivation. Guidelines that illustrate progress

in being conformed to the image of Christ, can be diagrammatically explained

as follows:
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Thesecharts present sometypicalgrowthpatterns in the livesof Christians

and afford the possibility of comparison for the purpose of evaluating their

spiritual lives. It is to be understood that the growth patterns are examples

of general development scenario's. They are not ideal in any sense of the

term. It is certainly not God's willthat manshould go for years or even a

lifetime as a spiritual infant or adolescent. It is his desire that mangoes on

to maturity: Therefore let us leave the elementary teachings about Christ

and go on to maturity (Heb 6:1).

For purposes of comparison, typical patterns for physical and intellectual

maturity have been added. The horizontal line at the base of the diagram

represents man's chronological age. The vertical line at the left indicates

relative growth or maturity. The upper horizontal line is indicative of the

maximummaturity man can attain in this life. Of course, this cannot be

objectively quantified; and it is different for every person. For the purpose

of clarity in verbally explainingthe chart, it is necessary to assign numbers

to each of the spiritual (or carnal. as the case may be) development

patterns.

The path depicting the process of physical growth and decline is indicated in

diagram 1. The 0 represents birth and the starting of growth. The peak of

physical maturity is at about age twenty-five. After that, there is a gradual

declension in physical vigor, along with the usual physical ailments, as the

body begins to wear out. These are represented by the jogs in the right

half of the line with the life terminating at approximately age seventy

(which of course can differ from person to person).
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Man'sintellectualgrowth is evenmore rapid,with the peak inrate of

learning being already reached in the mid-teens. This remains fairly

constant through his twenties and then begins to recede. As represented on

the chart, man begins to attain (in general) more mature thought at about

age thirty-five.

Solomon(1989:59) writes: If we could chart emotional maturity, we would

find that emotional symptoms stemming from youth are amplified as the

body begins to lose its reserve of physical stamina. In our younger years, we

have sufficient strength to maintainour "fronts" or defense mechanisms and

continue to be somewhat productive in our various life roles. As our physical

strength wanes, we are faced with the fact that there is insufficient brain

and brawn to fight the battles on the inside and the outside. Our

responsibilities may deter us from "coppingout" on external activities, but

we are increasingly ineffective in maintainingour fa~ade, and the emotional

symptoms we have had all alongbecome more glaring. This is the reason we

see so many in their forties yielding to a variety of neuroses and ''nervous

breakdowns'~ The symptoms can no longer be kept under wraps.
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Regarding the spiritual state of man, there are several possibilities: The

bottom of diagram II (the horizontal line) depicts the natural man, or the

man who has never been spiritually reborn from his sinful state. There is,

consequently, no change in his spiritual condition from birth. He is born

estranged or separated from Godand will remainso eternally, unlesshe

comes to knoweternal life in Christ.

The vertical line at age ten represents spiritual birth or regeneration-

conversion. According to Solomon(1989:60-61) that is the average age at

which a person enters into a personal relationship with the Lord Jesus

Ch,"ist.

At this point Solomon(1989:61)distinguishesbetween the conceptsof

positionand condition. Lookingat the vertical dotted linefrom age ten, it

continuesupwarduntil it intersects the maximummaturity lineat the top of

the diagram. This is to indicate that in "0" time -immediately and eternally

- man is considered perfect of justified in God's view of him. This is his

position as a Christian. Godsees manas dead to sin and the law(Rom.8:12)

and ... alive unto God through Jesus Christ (Rom6:11). Man's position is

perfect, since he has been given a standing in Jesus Christ (1 Cor 1:30), and

mankindare presently seated together ... in heavenly places in Jesus Christ

(Eph 2:6).

Though man's spiritual position at this stage is perfect, his spiritual

condition may be in dire straits. The solid vertical line at age ten indicates

some initial change in the life after conversion. But writes Solomon...since

most ten-year-olds are not gross sinners, there is usuallynot a great
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transformation in the life at the time of salvation (Solomon 1989:61).

Lookingto the right at line number one, it can be noticed that there is little

positive change in the condition as time passes. This line represents the

person who does not receive sufficient spiritual food (1 Pet 2:2) and goes

through life suffering from spiritual malnutrition. Even though he has been

brought to life through a spiritual birth, there is little discernible growth ...

to be conformed to the Imageof his Son (Rom8:29).

Lines number 1,2 and 3 represent the lives of Carnal/Cultural Christians.

Line number 2 illustrates the average Christian. There is a period of little

or no growth for a number of years. Some growth may begin during the

teenage years. It continues as he (or it can just as well be she) takes on the

responsibilities of parenthood but later tends to become spiritually inactive.

The other two lines, numbers three and four, represent Christians who have

made a... total commitment... or have completely sold out to Jesus Christ.

Line three describes the man who is concerned with his service for Christ.

Solomon(1989:62) describes this manas follows: He is a regular beehive of

activity. He may be an active (or hyperactive) laymanor minister who is

involved in Christian activity, morning,noon, and night. He is generous in his

outlays of money as well as time, proving that he has a real burden for the

souls of others. After agood number of years, usually, his defeats begin to

outnumber his victories, and he falls back and regroups. He loses ground for

awhHeand then changes churches or make some other adjustment and

charges ahead again, full force. He gets a little higher this time, and God

may bless his service, but he has farther to fall and does so. He stHI has not

recognized that most of his "accomplishments"are little more than sincere

self-effort. So he gathers all his strength for one more gallant try. Failure
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this time results in the laymandropping out of church or the pastor leaving

the ministry. Godmay bless and use someone who follows such a pattern, in

spite of himself: but the person never goes on to spiritual adulthood It is

always some sweet victory alongwith much defeat. It is an experience-

centered life rather than a life of steady growth.

The final path, line four, represents the believer who matures into spiritual

adulthood: The spiritual Christian who has yielded totally to the Lord Jesus

Christ, but he is interested primarily in his growth rather than in his service

-in beIng rather than dOIng.As a result, he maynot come on quite as strong

as number three, but he is probably used of the Lord as much or more.

Solomon(1989:63) writes of this person: He goes alongat a steady rate of

growth for.a number of years, and he also begIns to have problems. He feels

that everythIng is gOIngbackwards and that he is brIngIngreproach to the

Lord's name. It may be physical problems, psychological symptoms, conflicts

with chHdren - these and many other thIngs deplete a believer's self-

resources and bring him to the end of himself. He is still gOInguphHIbut at

a slower pace because he must come to utter helplessness. Only then is he

ready for the cross. The chart spots this (the vertical line) at age forty

because this is a conservative estimate of the average age at which a

Christian enters into an abiding, abundant life of identification with Christ.

Solomon(1989:63) goes on to state: Usually,only after we have reached this

pOInt does the truth of crucifixion with Christ and life In Christ produce a

deep, dramatic transformation. Often the change is muchgreater than at

salvation. When we are saved, the sIn is forgiven,' but the flesh contInues to

pump out the sIns. As with PaulIn Rom 7, we are dOIngthe thIngs we do not

want to do and not dOIngthe thIngs we do want to do. After Identification,
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it is the Lord Jesus livinghis life through the individual- a totally different

quality of life. The transformation may be gradual or sudden, but it is real in

either case. Occasionally, there is a period of near euphoria because of the

peace and freedom that is realized. This may last for hours or days. But,

inevitably, self sneaks back into control as represented by the dip after the

peak has been reached. And as indicated earlier the up-and-down-cycle is a

reality of life. Only nowthere's a difference. If man continuous to grow

spiritually, he can triumph over adversity.

This can happen if man understands what the implications of a severed soul

and spirit means: when God's HolySpirit enlightens his spirit (Hebr 4:12).

SEPARATED SOUL .AND SPIRIT (SPIRITUAL CHRISTIAN)

100% '" --+ SOUL

(b) · SPIRIT

DIVINE
SANCTIFI-
CATION AND
GROWTH

0%

a.
LIFE: HUMANPROBLEMSAND HUMANJOYS

Compare Acts 5:12 as well as Acts 12:1-19: Peter was in jail twice: The

soulical dimension of his humanity was captive (a) but in his spiritual

dimension (b) he was free -therefore God could free him. Compare too,

Acts 16:16-40: Paulwas in jail (soulical dimension) and he and Silas prayed

and gave praise to God(spiritual dimension)and was freed by God.
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to treat medically (Pearsal. ed, 1999:1486). From this perspective it is clear

that trichotomous therapy proposes to be a model within the metasystemic

paradigm which impliesthe accommodation, cooperation and application of

different counseling models based on shared interests and values in order to

effectively diagnose and counsel clients/patients from a Biblical foundation

under the conditions and guidelines as explained in the previous section

(3.3.7).

The followingschematic illustration willserve as a holistic summary of the

line of arguing that was followed in the evaluation of the relationship

between theology and psychologyup to the point of the formulation of a

metasystemic counseling model.

Against this background trichotomous therapy (as a counseling model under

the auspices of the metasystemic counselingparadigm) willbe used to

explain the dynamic relationship between psychotherapy and theological

counseling. Byaccepting the trichotomous nature of man (consisting of a

body, soul and spirit) trichotomous therapy willthus be proposed as a

holistic therapeutic methodwhichis able to address the totality of man's

psychological pathology from an objective theological perspective.
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5. Soul &Spirit

Religious(anddenominational)practices likespirituality worshippingand

prayer.

6. Body & Spirit

- Psychic and paranormal phenomena

(e.g.) * Astral experiences

* Out of body experiences

* Devilworship

* Fortune telling, etc.

7. Body & Soul & Spirit

* Trichotomous therapy: The Holy Spirit in Man's spirit rules the

total human: his soul (emotions, thoughts and behaviour) as well as his

body with its 5 senses (taste, smell, feel, sight and hearing) and

desires.

* Trichotomous therapy as a therapeutic technique within the

metasystemic paradigm can make use of all of the above-mentioned

counseling/therapeutic techniques [except area 6 (body and spirit)

which is in direct conflict with the fundamental principles of the Bible]

3.7 PRELIMINARYCONCLUSIONS

In this chapter some of the most prominent research about the relationship

between theology and psychologywas described, analysed and evaluated.
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The main theme throughout this chapter was to answer the question of how

Christians beliefs about people relate to what secular versions of psychology

explain about them.

To give a thorough answer to this question, it was essential to define what is

meant by a life and world view since it represents the convictions of man

concerning fundamental questions about the origin, meaning,destination, goal

and value of manand the world of his relationship with God. The explanation of

the essenceof a life and world view was refined in the sense that a

differentiation was madebetween Christian and non-Christian perspectives

about life and the world.

Flowing from a life and world view, was the observation that presuppositions is

foundational to a person's perception and beliefs about life and the world. A

Presupposition was defined as a belief or theory which is assumedbefore the

next step in logic is developed. Such a prior postulate then consciously or

unconsciouslyaffects the way a person subsequently reasons.

Next the presuppositions of theology and psychology were explained.

With regard to the relationship between theology and psychology, the following

scholar's contributions in the field were described and critically evaluated:

Larry Crabb (1977) distinguished between (1) the Separate but equal

viewpoint, (2) the Tossed salad viewpoint, (3) the Nothing buttery viewpoint

and (4) the Spoiling the Egyptians viewpoint.
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Instead of a systematic approach -which favours a single paradigm, only to

discard the rest - research showed that a metasystemic approach challenges an

analyzer to acknowledge more of the truth than can be found in one paradigm,

yet without reverting either to relativism or unreflective logical inconsistency.

Thus workingfrom a metasystemic paradigm, Trichotomous therapy was

proposed as a therapeutic technique. Trichotomous therapy claims to

accommodate the dynamic relationship between psychotherapy and theological

counseling by accepting that man is a trichotomous being, consisting of a body,

soul and spirit.

Furthermore, Trichotomous therapy claims to accommodate the fact that due

to the tripartite nature of man specific emphasis needs to be placed on the

relative significance of sensual therapy (body), psychotherapy (soul) and

spirituotherapy (spirit) with regard to the client/patient that is so

therapeutically treated.

Because of the interrelatedness of body, soul and spirit, seven therapeutic

areas were identified of which only trichotomous therapy was able to

effectively accommodate all 3 parts of man.

In the next chapter, the practical implementationof trichotomoustherapy as a

holistic therapeutic technique(whichaccommodatesthe tripartite nature of

man- body, soul and spirit) will be explained.
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CHAPTERFOUR: TRICHOTOMOUS THERAPY: A

PROPOSEDPASTORALPARADIGM

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the practical implementation and

dynamics of trichotomous therapy as a pastoral paradigm within a meta-

systemic approach.

Before the functioning of trichotomous therapy as a pastoral paradigm is

explained, it is imperative to understand and acknowledge the following

elucidatory clarifications which willserve as noteworthy guidelines to the

application of trichotomous therapy:

1) During the explanation of the functioning of trichotomous therapy within

a pastoral paradigm, the terms therapy (or psychotherapy) and counseling

willfrequently be used. According to Corsini (in Corsini and Wedding, eds

1995:2), psychotherapy and counselingare the same qualitatively. they

differ only quantitatively. He states: There is nothing that a

psychotherapist does that a counselor does not do (Corsini, in Corsini and

Wedding, eds., 1995:2).

However he goes on to argue that although the two terms probably seem

interchangeable to manypeople, they tend to have different meanings for

people in the helping professions. Generally, counseling is understood to be a

relatively short process, often occurring in one session and rarely

compromisingmore than five sessions, whereas psychotherapy usually runs
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for manysessions and can even continue for years. Counselingis usually seen

as problem-oriented, while psychotherapy is more person-oriented. The

followingtable indicates that the actual processes that occur in counseling

and psychotherapy are identical, but they do differ relative to the time

spent, and thus quantity affects quality (Corsini, in Corsini and Wedding, eds,

1995:2).

So, essentially, counseling stresses the givingof information, advice, and

orders by someone considered to be an expert in a particular behaviour,

while psychotherapy is a process of helping people discover why they think,

feel, and act in unsatisfactory ways. Corsini (in Corsini and Wedding, eds,

1995:2) states: A counselor is primarily a teacher, while a psychotherapist

is essentially a detective.
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Estimate of Percent of Time Spent by Counselors and Psychotherapists

in Professional Activities (Corsini, in Corsini and Wedding, eds, 1995:2)

Process Counseling Psychotherapy

Listening 20 60

Questioning 15 10

Evaluating 5 5

Interpreting 1 3

Supporting 5 10

Explaining 15 5

Informing 20 3

Advising 10 3

Ordering 9 1

100% 100'0



During the application of trichotomous therapy, it is essential to take note

of Corsini's subtle distinction between the two approaches, since the

practitioner who conducts trichotomous therapy willhave to apply

himself/herself in both these roles: namely that of a person-orientated

psychotherapist and that of a problem-orientated counselor. (The reason

for this statement willbecome clear when the dynamics of the proposed

therapy willbe explained later in this chapter).

2) for clarity sake, it is also important to distinguish between the terms

patient and client. According to Corsini (in Corsini and Wedding, eds,

1995:4) psychotherapists who come out of a medical orientation tend to see

those they work with as patients, while those who come from other

orientations like pastoral counselors tend to see them as clients or

counselees. So, it is possible for two therapists to see the same person at

the same time in multiple therapies, with one viewingthe person as a patient

and the other therapist seeing that same person as a client/counselee.

3) for the sake of further reference, the difference between

psychotherapyand psychiatry should also be clarified: Allmodes of trying

to help people to improve themselves via symbolic methods can be called

psychotherapy just as all methods to help improve psychological functioning

through medication, surgery, electric shock and other somatic procedures

may be called psychiatry. Consequently the clinical interview, hypnosis, role

playing,projective techniques, cognitive-, emotive- and conative therapies

can be considered procedures in counseling/psychotherapy(Corsini, in

Corsini and Wedding, eds, 1995:4).
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4) Since each psychotherapist/counselor draws from his/her own, unique

life - and world view, it stands to reason that the style and methodology in

which therapy is conducted within the trichotomous paradigm. will differ

from clinician to clinician (cf. chapter 3 of this thesis).

4.2 TRICHOTOMOUS THERAPY:A METHODOLOGICALMODEL

According to Heyns and Pieterse (1990:35) methodological models are a

method of facilitating the interaction between theory and praxis. They

state: The relationship between theory andpraxis is one of bipolar tension.

Theory is not praxis, nor is praxis theory. Yet the two are inseparably

linked, like the two sides of a coin (Heyns and Pieterse, 1990:33).

The foundation and dynamic functioning of the forthcoming trichotomous

therapeutic model is to a certain extent based on the model of Zerfass as

explained by Heyns and Pieterse (1990:33-37). It is a useful model which

can lead a therapist/counselor to help a patient/client from a particular

(psychopathological) praxis to form a new theory/insight which can in turn

lead to a new (healthy, balancedand insightful) praxis.

Taking into account the specific theme and arguments of this dissertation,

Zerfass's model can thus be applied as follows:
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AN ADAPTATION OF ZERFASS'S MODELFOR THERAPY/COUNSELING

PURPOSES (as adapted from Heyns and Pieterse, 1990:37)

(1)

(4)

PRAXISII
Applii:ationof new learning

in practice

PRAXIS I
Presentation of

problems/Psychopathology

,Analysis of situation &
" diagnosisof

problems/pathology

Relevantpsychological
theoriespertainingtoprciXis,

I &presented pathology
(5) (6)

(9)

Psychotherapy/Counselingto
identify and formulate
practical solutionsto

presenting
problems/psychopathologyof

praxis I

(10)

(11)
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This model can be explained by meansof the following example. In the

upper square is written praxis I and (1). In the lower square is written

praxis II and (11). The model begins with praxis I and is completed with

the formulation and application of the newamended praxis II.

In this example, praxis I may - for example - represent a patient that is

diagnosed presents with symptoms that correspond to that of a major

depressive disorder (Le psychopathology) which also has a negative impact on

her marriage and her relationship with her children and colleagues at work.

A therapist's first question will be: what may be the underlying reasons for

the patient's symptoms? This is represented by arrow 2 i.e. the patients

background information and relevant idiosyncratic (and even traumatic) life-

events which may explain reason for the presented psychopathology of

praxis I. The next step in this model requires a clinical analysis and

diagnosis of the pathology as it is represented by praxis I. This is indicated

by arrow 3 which points in the direction of the situation analysis and

diagnosis.

Arrow 5 points to the fact that the background information of the patient

might have a direct bearing on the diagnosis that the therapist makes. On

the other hand the reverse arrow at (5) implies that the diagnosis that is

made can only be legitimate if it can reasonably explain the negative effects

that the idiosyncratic life events has had on the patient.

After examining the significant psychological theories relevant to praxis I

(4), as well as the presenting pathology (5), arrows 7 and 8 point to the

actual therapeutic/counseling process (9), in order to facilitate rehabilitive
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With reference to the diagram above, the trichotomous model will be

explained alphabetically from stage (A) through to stage (J).

4.2.2.2.1 Stage A: Status quo

This stage represents a situation of a person being psychologicallysymptom

free, i.e. when an individual does not present with psychopathologyand

therefore cannot be diagnosedas such. In laymansterms such a person will

be referred to as being normalor acting in a normal, acceptable way.

According to Morris (1991:485) defining behavior as ... normalor abnormal...

depends uponwhosestandardsandsystem of valuesare used: the society's,

the individual'sor the mental health professionals(cf. also Sadock &Sadock,

2003:17).

As canbe seen from the next table (Morris, 1997:486), these three

interested parties have different viewpoints on mental health; they use

different standards and measures in judging normaland abnormalbehavior.

Society's main concern is whether the individual's behavior conforms to the

existing social order. The individual'sconcern is with his or her ownsenseof

well-being. The mental health professional's concern is whether the

individual'spersonality is in harmonywith certain theories of personality.

Becausethese viewpoints are often at odds, it is difficult for

psychologists/therapist to derivea singledefinitionof normalandabnormal

behavior that takes all of them into account.
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GLOBAL ASSESSMENT OF FUNCTIONING (GAF) SCALE

Consider psychological, social and occupational functioning on a hypothetical continuum of mental

health-illness. /)(1 not include impairment in functioning due to physical (or envifYJnmental)

limitations.

Code
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100 Superior functioning in a wide range of activities, life's pfYJblemsnever seem to get out
of hand, is sought out by others because of his or her many positive qualities. No

91 symptoms.
;

90 Absent or minimal symptoms (e.g.,mild anxiety before an exam),good functioning in all
areas, interested and involved in a wide range of activities, sDCially effective, generally
satisfied with life, no more than everyday pfYJblemsor concerns (e.g.,an occasional

81 argument with family members).

80 If symptoms are present, they are transient and expectable reactions to psychosDCial
stressors(e.g., difficulty concentrating after family argument); no more than slight
impairment in sDCial,occupationalor school functioning (e.g., temporarily falling behind in

71 schoolwork).

70 Some mild symptoms (e.g., depressed moodand mild insomnia)OR some difficulty in sDCial,
DCcupationalorschool functioning (e.g.,occasionaltruancy, or theft within the household),
but generally functioning pretty well, has some meaningful interpersonal relationships.

61

60 Moderate symptoms (e.g., flat affect and circumstantial speech,occasionalpanic attacks)
OR moderate difficulty in sDCial,occupationalor school functioning(e.g., few friends,

51 conflicts with peers or co-workers).

50 Serious symptoms (e.g., suicidal ideation, severe obsessional rituals, frequent shoplifting)
OR any serious impairment in sDCial,occupational, or school functioning (e.g.,no friends,

41 unableto keep a job).

40 Some impairment in reality testing or communication(e.g., speech is at times illogical,
obscure or irrelevant) OR major impairment in several areas, such as work or school,
family relations, judgement, thinking or mood(e.g., depressed manavoids friends, neglects

, family,andis unableto work; childfrequentlybeatsupyoungerchildren,is defiant at home
31 and is failing at school).

30 Behaviour is considerably influenced by delusions or hallucinations OR serious impairment

in communication or judgement (e.g.,sometimes incoherent, acts grossly inappropriately,
suicidal preoccupation) OR inability to function in almost all areas (e.g., stays in bed all

21 day; no job, homeor friends).

, 20 Some danger of hurting self or others (e.g.,suicide attempts without clear expectation of
death; frequently violent; manicexcitement) OR DCcasionallyfails to maintain minimal
personal hygiene (e.g., smears feces) OR gross impairment in communication(e.g., largely

11 incoherent or mute).

10 Persistent danger of severely hurting self or others (e.g., recurrent violence) OR
persistent inability to maintain minimal personal hygiene OR serious suicidal act with

1 clear expectation of death.

0 Inadequate information.



An example of a Multiaxial Evaluation Report Form as well as Examples of

how to record results of a DSM-IV Multiaxial Evaluation can be seen in

Annexure C.

After the diagnosisof a patient is completed, the next step in the

therapeutic process is to commencewith therapy.

Within the trichotomous therapeutic paradigm.the first two areas of

treatment focuses on the patient's soulical (psychological)and physiological

(psychiatrical) pathology.

With reference to diagram 2, the aim of the therapy will be to

psychologically and psychiatrically treat a patient to full recovery from the

psychopathology that was originally diagnosed.

4.2.2.2.4 Stage D: Introduction to psychotherapy

Stage D commencesafter a clinical diagnosishas been madeof the patient's

psychopathologyby the therapist.

The therapist will decide on and explain a proposed therapeutic strategy to

the patient. The patient mus~then agree to the plan of therapy and commit

himself/herself to the proposed therapy. In this way. a binding contractual

agreement is reached: The therapist explains the proposed strategy of

therapy to the patient and furthermore commits to professionally guide the

patient through therapy, while - at the sametime - the patient accepts the
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proposed therapeutic strategy and commits to the therapy (cf. Sadock &

Sadock,2003:7).

4.2.2.2.5 Stage E: Psychotherapy

According to Bugental (1992:6) psychotherapy... is the effort of patient and

therapist to help the former examine the manner in which he has answered

life's existential questions and to attempt to revise some of those answers in

ways which willmake the patient's life more authentic and thus more

fulfilling. Thus, in a way the patient can be seen as being psychologically

dependentto the degree that he/she experiences psychopathology which

inhibits his/her psychological independency.

Referring back to the diagrammatic representation of the trichotomous

paradigm, it can be argued that - generally speaking - a patient usually

enters psychotherapy from a non-assertive (i.e. psychologically)negative self

image.

Through the process of psychotherapy, the psychotherapist proposes to

professionally guide a patient form this psychopathological position of non-

assertiveness(Le. psychologicalnegative self-image) to a new position of

psychological self-assertiveness (Le. a psychological positive self-image).

With reference to the trichotomous viewof man (being a body, soul and

spirit), psychotherapy in this instance addresses both the physical (body)

and psychological (soul) dimensionsof man.
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Before the commencement of remedial psychotherapy the followingstages

of the therapeutic process has thus been completed:

1. A clinicalinterviewand establishmentof rapport.

2. Contractualagreement betweentherapist and patient about the

expectations and commitmentsof each other with regard to the

process.

3. Gathering of relevant information (direct and/or collateral) with

regard to the presented problem/pathology (This is done with the

consent of the patient).

4. Psychometric evaluation (if deemed necessarily).

5. The formulation of a provisional diagnosis according to the.DSM IV.

The followingdiagram willbe used as a reference for the further

explanation of howpsychotherapy takes place in practice:

(In order to explain the model an imaginarypatient Jane, 45 years old, a

recently divorced high school teacher and mother of two children (boy 14

years and girl 12years) will be used as an example of how this

psychotherapeutic model can be applied).
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(3) (Anticipated)

Future

environmental

Influences

(1) Present

Environmental

influences

(2) Past

Environmental

influences

A HOLISTIC MODEL FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY

Jane (45y)

Future: Psychotherapy

to regain psychological

health

Day 1 I with psychopathologyat

Present: Jane presenting

Jane

therapist: Feeling

depressed-recently

45y old f divorced -husband had

14y-serious car accident

11y-parents divorce

CONCEPTION

- - -

an extramarital

relationship for 5 years

Past: Relevant traumatic/

idiosyncratic (abnormal &
significant) life events
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The psychotherapeutic model focuses on three time frames: i.e. the

present (1), the past (2) and the future (3). Furthermore there are

different areas that needs to be addressed during therapy: Past and

present abnormal/traumatic/ideosyncratic events that has had or presently

affecting the patient psychological well-being needs to be addressed in

therapy. The relative importance and value attached to such past and

present events and circumstances needs to be put into perspective. The

cultural and socio-economic environment from which the patient comes from

and is functioning at the moment also has to be taken into consideration

before therapy commences. Bio-graphical information such as level of

education, age, marital status, etc. also needs to be taken cognisanceof in

the formulation of a strategy for therapy. Thus broadly speaking,

psychotherapy focuses on the following:

1. An analysis of present ailments/symptoms of a psychological nature

that needs to be psychiatrically addressed (i.e. the prescription of

mood stabilizers like antidepressants,etc.).

2. Psychotherapy by a psychotherapist/psychologist/counselor with

specific focus on the following areas:

- Present and past idiosyncratic life events and/or abnormal

traumatic socio-economicenvironmental events.

An evaluation of the patient's life script (i.e. world and life view).

An analysis of cognitive patterns.

An analysis of emotional patterns.

An analysis of behavioral patterns.
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- Facilitating a future strategy (visionand goals for the patient) with

the necessarily copingskills to attain psychological wellness.

The detail of each area mentioned above willbe explained in detail later in

this chapter.

The psychotherapeutic model within the trichotomous paradigm willnowbe

described in more detail.

The present (1) implies that moment the patient and the therapist meets and

the patient presents with his/her complainsand/or psychopathology. First

rapport between therapist and patient needs to be established and an

agreement reached with regard to the specific roles each has to play.

Clarification with regard to the specific responsibilities each party has to

commit to with regard to the proposed psychotherapy also needs to be

reached.

Therapy must be approached from both a psychiatric perspective as wellas

a psychological perspective.

Modern science has proved unequivocallythat mood,anxiety and most other

psychiatric disorders has a biological/psychological element of pathology

that needs to be clinicallyaddressed, as well as psychological pathology that

needs to be therapeutically treated.

Referring back to the imaginarypatient Jane, who presented with symptoms

that corresponded to a major depressive disorder (according to the DSM

IV), the physiological reasons behind the disorder can be explained as
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follows: A humanbeing has four kinds of brain waves: Delta, Theta, Alpha

and Beta (see diagram below). Brainwavesare impulses which are measured

as a frequency in Hertz (Hutchisson, 1999:25).

Everything a humanexperiences has an associated brain wave pattern. From

moment to moment during the day, a person's brain wave patterns fluctuate

between Beta, Alpha and Theta wave bands - unless a person suffers from

stress and/or a moodand/or anxiety disorder. A normal, well adjusted

individual's brain wavesduring an awakenedstate should fluctuate between

20Hz - 24Hz on the Beta-level. However if a person starts to experience

psychopathology such as a moodor/and anxiety disorder and the

psychopathology persists for longer than two weeks, brain wavescan start

fluctuating at levels above 30Hz on the Beta-level. The high brainwave

activity may then be indicative of psychopathology and/or neuropathology

which in turn can lead to psychosomatic symptoms and related physiological

pathology and related psychosomatic symptoms (Hutchisson, 1999:51).

The next diagram gives an explanation of brain wave activity:
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BRAINWAVE ACTIVITY (Hutchisson, 1999:26-27)

30H

BETA

24HZ

DELTA 3HZ

STRESS; ANGER; FEAR; ANXIETY;
DEPRESSION; IRRITATION; LETHARGY

Neck&lowerbackpain;headaches; insomnia;heart
palpitations; sweating, compulsivebehavior; excessive
eating or lack of appetite, excessive drinking or
smokin...

[
Physicalalertness; normal waking state

Mental effort and intense concentration

Logical analysis and deductive reasoning

Early meditative state; fairly relaxed

Calm,quiet thought-control; lucid, relaxed mental
alertness; global perspective; focused
concentration; inductive reasoning; whole-brain

functioning; creative problem solving; lateral thinking

Deep"Twilight" relaxation; creative functioning;
hyper suggestible; Super learning; vivid mental
imagery; access to super memory; "Eureka"

phenomena;psychic ability; intuition

Deep, dreamless sleep; mental restoration

O.5Hz-t- Unconscious

--- - -
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Thus, (the imaginary patient) Jane's mooddisorder (depression) can be

viewed as an psychiatric illness that is caused by changes in the secretion

and re-uptake of the neurotransmitters in the limbicsystem of the brain

(Sadock & Sadock, 2003:90).

These changes can be triggered by numerous factors such as stressful life

events, illness such as heart attacks or viral infections, childbirth, strokes

and head injuries. Neurotransmitters are chemical messengers that carry

messages between neuron (nerve cells) and affect many physical and mental

processes. They are released into the synapses (gaps) between neurons to

help messages travel from one cell to another. Two of the

neurotransmitters that playa role in depression are serotonin and

noradrenalin. Lowlevels of these neurotransmitters in areas of the brain

that control moodand emotion, may result in symptoms that co-respond to -

for instance -a depressive disorder (Reesal, 2000:3: ct. also Sadock &

Sadock, 2003:91-93 & 1274-1275).
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THE NEURON STRUCTURE AND UMBlC SYSTEM (Reesal, 2000:4)

~<
Nodeof
Ranyjer

- 4 Serotonin binds
to receptor sitesNeuron Structure

1 Incoming
message

7
received by
the dendrites

3 Release of
serotonin

5 Membrane channels
open as a result of
binding of serotonin

v\./ J.i
Myelin
sheath

6 Nerve message is
transmitted to
adjoining neuron

Dendrite of
receiving neuron

7 The serotonin is re-absorbed into the axon by a re-uptake pump

I

The Limbic System
Several areas of the brain are involved in the emotional and

physical changes seen in depression.

The psychopharmacology(anti-depressants)to treat a mooddisorder(from

a psychiatric perspective) can basically be grouped into the following

categories: tricyclic antidepressants, tetra cyclic antidepressants, selective

serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRI's), serotonin and noradrenalinre-

uptake inhibitors (NRI's), noradrenalinand dopaminere-uptake inhibitors
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(NDRI's), serotonin-2 antagonists/re-uptake inhibitors (SARI's) and

monamineoxhidase inhibitors (MAOI's). Other psychiatric medication like

anxiolytics is used predominantlyfor anxiolytic or sedative actions, like

barbiturates and benzodiazepines. (The barbiturates are useful for

anxiolysis and sedation but because of their high risk for dependence and

lowtherapeutic index are no longer muchused) (Stein, et. ai, 2004:21-25).

At this stage it is important to take note of the following:From the

practical experience this researcher has gained from more that 20 years as

a psychologist in private practice who primarilywork with psychopathology

such as mood- and anxiety disorders, burnout and stress syndrome, and

psychological trauma (i.e. post traumatic stress disorder, etc.) it is clear

that in most instances psychiatry and psychotherapy work hand-in-glove; the

one can't do without the other. To onlytreat a patient psychiatrically with

psychiatric medication might stabilize the patient but willnot alleviate the

psychologicalsources that lead to the psychopathology in the first place. In

the same manner it won't help to just let a patient under psychotherapy if

the psychopathology has already lead to chemical imbalances. Such a patient

willneed to be treated with psychiatric medication as well.

Therefore a patient in therapy might be compared to a big passenger ship or

oil tanker who has struck an ice burg. The ship has a big hole in its side

because of the collisionwhichneeds to be fixed. But the hole can't be fixed

because the ship finds itself ina severe storm in the open sea. With

reference to the above metaphor, a patient can be regarded as the ship.

The hole in the ship is the psychopathologythat needs to be treated.

However the patient won't be able to respond positively to the treatment

unless the chemical imballancesof the neurotransmitters is stabilized (i.e.
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the storm is calmed down).

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHOTHERAPY

STORM

r

THE FUTURE./ ICEBERG

. ~ HOLE(PSYCHOPATHOLOGY)

I~
PSYCHOTHERAPY(to repair the hole)

PSYCHIATRIC
MEDICATION
(to calm the storm) r

· Thoughts

· Life Script

· Past Experiences

Present and/or past aspects

which may have contributed

to the fact that the ship

struck the iceberg

·Feelings

· Behaviour

With the psychiatric treatment of a patient addressed, the psychological

treatment can commence. (These two processes are usually addressed

interactively with the psychiatrist and the psychologist in constant liason

about the patient.

Apart from the psychiatric treatment, a patient willtherefore also need
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psychotherapy. (According to Corsini (1995:6) All psychotherapies are

methods of learning. All psychotherapies are intended to change people: to

make them think differently (cognition), to make them feel differently

(affection), and to make them act differently (behavior). Psychotherapy is

learning:it may be learningsomething new or relearning something one has

forgotten; it may be learninghow to learn or it may be unlearning;

paradoxically, it may even be learning what one already knows.

Referring back to the holistic model for psychotherapy and to the imaginary

patient, Jane, the actual treatment phase of psychotherapy can now

commence: Broadly speaking psychotherapy focuses on one or more of the

followingsix interrelated areas or aspects:

1. Relevant past idiosyncratic events. An analysis of the patient's

development from conception to the present day as well as an

acknowledgement of relevant abnormal/traumatic past life events that

may be part and parcel of the patient's present psychopathology is the

focus of the first area of psychotherapy. Developmental psychology may

be used to describe past functioning and normative development to

assess current functioning in a developmental phase and to predict

future developmental tasks which needs to be completed. This provides

the counselor with the conceptual tools for better understanding the

patient's problems/psychopathology.

Asa psychologistinprivate practice, this therapist has found that

psychopathologicalissues that patients presents with mainlyrevolve

around three broadlydefined issues: (1) Lackof trust of self and

others. This typicallyleads to a fear of lovingoneself and others and to

form close, trustworthy relationshipsdue to lowself esteem. (2) The
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that many Christians tend to stagnate at this fourth stage of spiritual

growth to become a so called carnal/cultural Christian. A cultural Christian

was described as somebody who is afraid to commit completely to Jesus

Christ in the sense that such a person wants to stay spiritually independent.

The result of such a decision is spiritual immaturity.

If a person is committed to further spiritual growth, step 5 commences:

Sanctification and commitment. Sanctification insures the Christian's

continued psycho-spiritual growth towards maturity. Commitment is an act

of will by which a person expresses the desire to - more than anything else-

have God's willaccomplished in his/her life.

Perseverance and glorification in the last and sixth in the growth process

for a person to become spiritually assertive. Romans8:28-39 teaches that

Godwill persevere with those whomHe is in the process of saving~ On the

other hand 2 Peter 1:3-11urges those whomGod saves to demonstrate their

perseverance in the face of all difficulties.

Glorification is that future act of God by which Christians willfinally become

what He has saved them to be : His sons and daughters who perfectly

reflect his will.

In the next and last chapter a final summary and conclusions reached willbe

formulated. Lastly certain recommendations for further areas of study will

be suggested.
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CHAPTERFIVE: FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

FOR FURTHERSTUDY

5.1 FINALCONCLUSIONS

In summary it can be stated that the issue of dichotomy versus a tripartite

view of man carries an importance that surpasses the question of Scriptural

accuracy. Ephesians 3:1 explains that in eternity past God had a purpose,

and then to carry out this purpose, in time He made a plan (called God's

economy, oikonomia, in Eph 1:10).

According to His plan, the Trinity determined, Let Us make man in Our

Image,and what God created was a three-part man with a spirit, soul, and

body (Gen 1:26; 2:7). God fashioned manto match His plan. According to

His economy, His administration, Godhas from the beginning intended to

dispense Himself into man as life. Man was therefore made with a spirit to

contact, receive, and contain Godas life. In this spirit man can worship God

who is Spirit (John 4:24). If man walks according to the spirit (Rom8:4) and

sets his mind on the spirit (v. 6), the HolySpirit willrenew his mind (12:2)

and transform his soul (2 Cor 3:17-18).

A person's soul- the vessel containing and expressing his personality -is the

means for him to relate to others. Through the transformed soul, Christ can

be magnified (Phil 1:20). Even man's physical body can receive the benefit of

this ongoingorganic salvation of the soul (Rom8:11),and in the next age his

soulish body willbe raised as a spiritual body (1 Cor 15:44). Therefore, God's

saving work encompasses all three parts of a person's being.
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is very significant, therefore, that Paul's prayer, in view of man's tripartite I
I

need and the Lord's second coming,encompasses his whole spirit and soul and I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

To understand man's tripartite nature is fundamental to knowingand

experiencing God's way of dispositionally saving us in His life (Rom5:10). It

body. (1 Thes 5:23).

The three major models of man's makeup. (monism,dichotomy and

trichotomy) have also been explained and evaluated. Monismwas

unequivocallyrejected. The case for dichotomy has earned it the status of

being the usual position of most evangelical theologians. A basic description

of trichotomy was given, with acknowledgement of some variant options

within this model. Scriptural summaries of the parts of man were

delineated, based upona trichotomist view.

The wordstudies inchapter twohavetraced the meaningand usageof the

basic terms in the Bible that relate to man's makeup. This data shows many

ways that soul and spirit are used interchangeably, especially in the Old

Testament. Distinctions in the New Testament usage between soul and

spirit are more explicit and have been identified and its practical

significance was pointed out in later sections of this study.

While it is conceded that word studies alone are not conclusive for this

doctrinal thesis, biblical exposition gives adequate evidence to support the

distinction of soul and spirit as being more than merely one of emphasis.

This issue is relevant because a precise theological model of man's

constituent parts and their faculties are integral to a person's view of

sanctification, psychology,and counseling.

--- - - - - - - - -- -
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As a triune being God exists as Godthe Father, God the Son and God the

HolySpirit. Arising from this three-dimensional image he created the

human being in his trinity of spirit, soul and body. (It is interesting to note

that in Psychologyone also sees elements of a tripartition of the human

being quite often, e.g. Ego, Id, Superego of Freud (1986) or Parent, Grown-

up and Child of Harris (1995) and Victor Frankl's (1967) three dimensions of

man: body, psychic and spiritual).

Man is mainlya spirit (pneuma),he has a soul (psuche) (which includes his

cognition, emotion and behaviour) and he dwells in a body (soma). (Hebr 4:12;

1 Thess 5:23; John 4:24; Rom12:1-3, Proverbs 20:27 and 4:20-23). As was

set out in chapter 2 it is the spiritual dimension of man that knowsGod. The

soul is the dimension of man that makes contact with the intellectual domain.

The body is the dimension of man that gets to knowthe physical domain.

Through the process of rebirth God's Spirit in man's spirit can willman- if

man chooses so - to take control of his soul and body: God's Spirit in his

spirit can rule all of him: his soul (thoughts, feelings and behavior) as well as

his body with its sensory desires (touching, tasting, visual auditory and

smelling).

Although man can become a Christian through the process of rebirth, he can

choose to live a life of spiritual mediocrity as a cultural/carnal Christian or a

life of victory as a spiritual Christian.

In chapter 3 someof the most prominentresearch about the relationship

between theologyand psychologywasdescribed, analysedandevaluated.
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The main theme throughout this chapter was to answer the question of how

Christians beliefs about people relate to what secular versions of psychology

explain about them.

To give a thorough answer to this question, it was essential to define what is

meant by a life and world view since it represents the convictions of man

concerning fundamental questions about the origin, meaning,destination, goal

and value of manand the world and of his relationship with God. The

explanation of the essenceof a life and world view was refined in the sense

that a differentiation was made between Christian and non-Christian

perspectives about life and the world.

Flowing from a life and world view, was the observation that presuppositions

is foundational to a person's perception and beliefs about life and the world.

A Presupposition was defined as a belief or theory which is assumedbefore

the next step in logic is developed. Such a prior postulate then consciously

or unconsciouslyaffects the way a person subsequently reasons.

Next the presuppositions of theology and psychology were explained.

With regard to the relationship between theology and psychology, the

following scholar's contributions in the field were described and critically

evaluated:

Larry Crabb (1977) distinguished between (1) the Separate but equal

viewpoint, (2) the Tossed salad viewpoint, (3) the Nothing buttery

viewpoint and (4) the Spoiling the Egyptians viewpoint.
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John D.Carter and Bruce Narramore (1979) identified (1) the Against

Viewpoint, (2) the Of viewpoint, (3) the Parallels viewpointand (4) the

Integrates viewpoint. (They went on to identify a sacred and a secular

versionof eachviewas well).

WilliamT. Kirwan(1993) also identified four descriptive models: (1) the Un-

Christian viewpoint, (2) the Spiritualized viewpoint, (3) the Parallel

viewpoint and (4) the Integrated viewpoint.

Lastly Johnson and Jones, eds, (2000) - through the contributions of David

Powlison,David G. Myers, Gary R.Collinsand Robert C. Roberts - explained

(1) the Biblical counseling viewpoint, (2) the Levels-of-explanation

viewpoint, (3) the Integration viewpointand (4) the Christian psychology

viewpoint.

I

I

I

I

from an analysisof the twenty viewpointsso explainedit becameclear that

there were definite areas of similaritiesand overlappingof the alternatives

proposed.

I

I

I

After further scrutiny it was discovered that the twenty viewpoints could

be grouped under 4 broadly defined major paradigms: (1) a Humanistic

paradigm, (2) a Theosentric paradigm, (3) a Divergent paradigm and (4) a

Convergent paradigm.

Assumingthat each of the different paradigmsportrayed someversionof

the truth, the next step wasto find a wayof appropriatingas muchof the
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truth as possible from all 4 paradigms.

I

I
I

I

I

In stead of a systematic approach -which favours a single paradigm, only to
I

I

I

discard the rest - research showed that a meta systemic approach

challenges an analyzer to acknowledge more of the truth than can be found

in one paradigm, yet without reverting either to relativism or unreflective

logical inconsistency.

Thus working from a metasystemic paradigm, Trichotomous theropywas

proposed as a therapeutic technique. Trichotomous therapy claims to

accommodate the dynamicrelationship between psychotherapy and

theological counseling by accepting that man is a trichotomous being,

consisting of a body, soul and spirit.

Furthermore, Trichotomous therapy claims to accommodate the fact that

due to the tripartite nature of man, specific emphasis needs to be placed on

the relative significance of sensual therapy (body), psychotherapy (soul) and

spirituotherapy (spirit) with regard to the client/patient that is so

therapeutically treated.

Because of the interrelatedness of body, soul and spirit, seven therapeutic

areas were identified of which only trichotomous therapy was able to

effectively accommodate all 3 parts of man.

In chapter 4 the practical implementation and dynamics of trichotomous

therapy as a practical pastoral paradigm was explained. The trichotomous

therapy is applied within a meta-systemic approach.
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Guidelineswithin which trichotomous therapy had to adhere to when it is

therapeutically applied, were also defined.

A noteworthy distinction was made between psychotherapy and counseling.

This was done because the first phase of the trichotomous model mainly

consisted of psychotherapy as vechile for therapy while the second phase

favoured counseling as therapeutic process. Basically it was found that

psychotherapy focused on detecting and diagnosing psychopathology

primarily within a patient's cognitive, affective and conative functioning. An

appropriate psychotherapeutic strategy is then decided upon and applied in

order to alleviate the diagnosed psychopathology, while counseling implied

that the counselor played more of a teaching role to the counselee by giving

guidance, and advice.

Zerfass's model served as a reference and guideline on which the.

trichotomous therapeutic model was structured. Zerfass's model was used

as a foundational point of reference because it was found to be a useful

system which-when therapeutically adapted for therapeutical purposes -
can guide a therapist/counselor step-by-step to help a patient/client recover

from a particular (psychopathological) praxis to a new praxis of

psychological- and - eventually - spiritual wellness.

So with Zerfass's model as a reference point, a basic medical model was

firstly defined after which the eventual trichotomous model as a proposed

therapeutic paradigm was structured.

Before the dynamic functioning of the trichotomous model was explained, a

number of foundational, pre-conditional guidelines were defined which
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I

I
Subsequently the dynamic functioning of the trichotomous model of therapy

(asderived from both Zerfass'smodelandthe medicalmodel)wasexplained. I

I

I

I

served as a framework of reference within which therapy/counseling had to

be applied.

The trichotomous model consists of two main areas of therapy/counseling,

namelyPsychotherapy as phase I and Spirituotherapy as phase II. The

whole dynamic therapeutic process (psychotherapy) and subsequent

counseling process (spirituotherapy) wasexplained by dividing the total

model of therapy into ten broadly defined guidelines.

The psychotherapeutic process as phaseI was explained in the first 5

stages: (Stages A to E):

Stage A represented a situation in which an individual is symptom free and

where he/she is able to function self-assertively. In laymansterms a person

in this stage can be defined as normal (Definitions of normality from an

individual's perspective, society's perspective and the mental health

professionals perspective was explained).

Stage B commenceswith a patient that is referred to a therapist (usually by

a medical practitioner or a minister/pastor) or the patient may decide to see

the therapist out of his/her own free will.

During stage C a diagnosis of the psychopathology is made. For this purpose

various methods can be applied by the therapist to gather clinical

information from the patient: a detailed psychological profile and

- - - - - - --

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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background information relating to the presented psychopathology needs to

be conducted. If the therapist is a registered psychometrist, he/she can

make use of a psychometric evaluation of the patient in order to confirm

areas of psychopathology. After all the relevant clinical information is

gathered and evaluated, a temporary multiaxial diagnosis of the patient's

psychopathology can be made according to the Diagnostic and Statistical

Manualof Mental Disorders (fourth edition) (DSM IV) which is published by

the American Psychiatric Association (1994). The DSMIV is presently the

international endorsed reference manualfor the diagnosis of mental

disorders.

During the fourth stage - stage D- the therapist -after deciding on which

type of therapy to embark upon to address the patient's psychopathology -
explains the proposed therapeutic process to the patient. If it is clear to

the therapist that the patient understand to proposed therapeutic strategy

and is prepared to commit to the therapy, psychotherapy can commence.

Stage E is the process of psychotherapy. Through the process of

psychotherapy, the therapist's intention is to professionally guide a patient

from a position of psychopathological non-assertiveness (Le.psychological

negative self image) to a new position of psychological self-assertiveness (i.e.

psychological positive self-image). A clear distinction between psychiatric

treatment and psychotherapy was also made. Psychotherapy focuses on the

followingareas: An individual'sworld and life view (life script), cognition

(thinking patterns), conation (behavior patterns), affection (emotional

patterns) as well as the influence of significant idiosyncratic/traumatic life

events. Lastly the patient is guided towards psychological wellness by

helping him/her to identify a new realistic but worthwhile vision linked the
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striving towards challenging goals. Psychiatric treatment mainlyfocuses on

the prescription of the correct psychiatric medication in order to help

alleviate chemical imbalances in the patient's brain so that he/she is able to

respond positively to the psychotherapy.

The end of psychotherapy (stage F) is attained if the patient is able to

function psychologicallynormalagain. Although a patient may opt to

terminate therapy at this stage, this therapist has found that - from

practical experience - that most patients still have an inner urge to also

grow spiritually - not just psychologically. If that is the case, then the

second phase of trichotomous therapy commences, namely Spirituotherapy.

Up to this point in the application of the Trichotomous therapeutic paradigm,

two of the three areas of a person (i.e body and soul) was therapeutically

treated: the body/physiological dimension through psychiatric medication

and the soul though psychotherapy. The next stage is to therapeutically

address the patient's spirit. From this stage forward the role of the

therapist changes more to being a counselor and spiritual guide.

Thus, during the next stage -Stage G-the counselee is introduced to the

process of Spirituatherapy by explainingthe differences between the focus

areas of psychotherapy and the forthcoming counseling process.

Stage H starts with the application of Spirituotherapy. Spirituotherapy

implies that the Holy Spirit is the Therapist who is able to call upon the

counselee's spirit to be reborn and to transform his/her life. In this regard

the counselor acts as a spiritual guide to firstly help the counselee to help

him/her to make a spiritual diagnosis about himself/herself and about
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his/her standing before God.

Stage I commences with the counselor introduces the counselee to the

concept of spiritual wellness. In this stage particular Christian teachings

which have significant implications for the counselee's psycho-spiritual life,

is explained in greater detail. These teachings primarily pertain to the

process of salvation and a new relationship with God.

The last stage - stage J - is the process of achieving spiritual wellness. The

process of Spiritual wellness was explained through a series of six steps,

namely (1) calling and salvation, (2) regeneration and conversion, (3)

justification and assurance and (4) adoption and security. It was argued

that many Christians tend to stagnate at this fourth stage of spiritual

growth to become a so called carnal/cultural Christians. A cultural Christian

was described as somebody who is afraid to commit completely to Jesus

Christ in the sense that such a person wants to stay spiritually independent.

The result of such a decision leads to a person staying spiritual immature.

If a person is committed to further spiritual growth, step 5 commences:

Sanctification and commitment. Sanctification assures the Christian's

continued psycho-spiritual growth towards maturity. Commitment is an act

of willby which a person expresses the desire to -more than anything else-

have God's willaccomplished in his/her life.

Perseverance and glorification in the last and sixth step in the growth

process for a person to become spiritually assertive. Romans8:28-39

teaches that God willpersevere with those whomHe is in the process of

saving. On the other hand 2 Peter 1:3-11urges those whomGod saves to
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5.2

demonstrate their perseverance in the face of all difficulties.

Glorification is that future act of God by which Christians will finally become

what He has saved them to be : His sons and daughters who perfectly

reflect his will.

CLOSING STATEMENT

With reference to the mainaim and objectives of this thesis, it can thus be

concluded that it is justifiably possible to meta-systematically integrate the

principles of theological counselingwith that of psychotherapy to propose a

pastoral paradigm based on the trichotomous view of man as consisting of a

body, soul and spirit, which can be credibly applied.

5.3 SUGGESTIONSFORFURTHERSTUDY

·An empirical evaluation to determine the success resu/tsof Dichotomous

therapy (body and soul) versus Trichotomous therapy (body, soul and

spirit).

·Trichotomous therapy applied to marriage counseling.

·Trichotomous therapy applied to career counseling.
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. Please indicate in which of the followinGareas of your life yOUare exDeriencina
problems by makina a cross in the GDDroDriateblock:

... Problems with

... Problems related to the social environment

... Educational problems

... Occupational problems

... Housingproblems

... Economic problems

... Problems related to interaction with the legal system/crime

... Psychosocial and environmentalproblems

... Problems with access to health care services

... Operations you had

Describe type When : (month &year)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

... Childrenof your own? Yes/No

... If so: Sex

1. Name: Age: M/F

2. Name: Age: M/F

3. Name: Age: M/F

4. Name : Age: M/F

5. Name : Age: M/F

6



-- -- - -- - --

.. How well do you get on with your children? Please describe your relationship with each

child briefly.

.. Miscarriages? : Explain

.. Abortions? : Explain

.. Religious denomination :

- As child?

- At present?

- Religiousdenominationof spouse/friend

.. Howimportant is religion in your life and why?

7

----



-- - - -



--- -- -



- -- -



- -- -- - - - ---

.. If yes, who is he/she and why do you trust him/her?

.. Hobbies :

.. Sport :

.. On which committees/councils do serve at present?

.. On a scale from 1 to 10, howwould you evaluate your joy in life? (Encircle the number

of your choice).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

~_.-t-.-t ~---t ~ ~ ~._-~---~
Very unhappy Very happy

GENERAL COMMENTS THAT YOU WISH TO ADD:

11



--- - - - ------- - -- - - -- - - - --





IIIr Have you had (or are you at present involvedin) an extra-marital sexual relationship?

Yes/No

If so, please give the background:

IIIr Wereyoupreviously(or at present) involvedin a homosexual/lesbianrelationship?

Yes/No

If so, explain

IIIr Wat is your opinionof the opposite sex?

IIIr Did you have any negative sex-related experience(s) earlier in life? (Even if it is very

sensitive, please explain as comprehensively as possible):

IIIr Who/what was your main source of sexual information?

IIIr GENERALCOMMENTS WHICH YOU WISH TO MAKE:

l4



--- -- ---



--- -- -



- - - -



---



- --- -----

ANNEXURE B

DSM~IV Classification

NOS = Not Otherwise Specified.

An x appearing in a diagnostic code indi-
cates that a specific code number is re-
quired.

An ellipsis ( . . . ) is used in the names of
certaindisordersto indicate that the name
of a specific mental disorder or general
medical condition should be inserted
when recordingthe name (e.g.. 293.0De-
lirium Dueto Hypothyroidism).

Numbers in parentheses are page
numbers.

If criteria are currently met, one of the
following severity specifiers may be noted
after the diagnosis:

Mild
Moderate
Severe

If criteria are no longer met, one of the
following specifiers may be noted:

In Partial Remission
In Full Remission

Prior History

?~mlll~~i'~~~~'~'7i'.!";1
:"tl1i1dhood/'of'A-a6Iescence(37)'

t:':::7:'~;~';:>~>'.):::":~"''-.'>i~~.'.:.:':..ti'-":''',:,,;: ,.~~~:\';'5~.;;'.~:L:,~t;.). ;:"/ - - :.;,:.. <." . . ;.~

MENTALRETARDATION (39)
Note: Tbese are coded on Axis II.
317 Mild Mental Retardation (41)
318.0 Moderate Mental Retardation (41)
318.1 Severe Mental Retardation (41)
318.2 Profound Mental Retardation (41)
319 Mental Retardation, Severity

Unspecified (42)

LEARNING DISORDERS (46)
315.00 Reading Disorder (48)
315.1 Mathematics Disorder (50)
315.2 Disorder of Written Expression (51)
315.9 Learning Disorder NOS (53)

MOTOR SKll.LS DISORDER
315.4 Developmental Coordination

Disorder (53)

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS (55)
315.31 Expressive Language

Disorder (55)
315.31 Mixed Receptive-Expressive

Language Disorder (58)
Phonological Disorder (61)
Stuttering (63)
Communication Disorder
NOS (65)

315.39
307.0
307.9

PERVASIVEDEVELOPMENTAL
DISORDERS (65)
299.00 Autistic Disorder (66)
299.80 Rett's Disorder (71)



14 DSM-IV Classification

- - ---

299.10 Childhood Disintegrative
Disorder (73)
Asperger's Disorder (75)
PeIVasive Developmental
Disorder NOS (77)

299.80
299.80

A1TENTION-DEFICIT AND
DISRUPfIVE BERAVlOR
DISORDERS (78)
314.xx Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity

Disorder (78)
.01 Combined Type
.00 Predominantly Inattentive Type
.01 Predominantly

Hyperactive-Impulsive Type
314.9 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity

Disorder NOS (85)
312.8 Conduct Disorder (85)

Spccify typc: Childhood-Onset Type!
Adolescent-Onset Type

313.81 Oppositional Defiant
Disorder (91)

312.9 Disruptive Behavior Disorder
NOS (94)

FEEDING AND EATING DISORDERS
OF INFANCY OR EARLY
CHILDHOOD (94)
307.52 Pica (95)
307.53 Rumination Disorder (96)
307.59 Feeding Disorder of Infancy or

Early Childhood (98)

TIC DISORDERS (100)
307.23 Tourette's Disorder (101)
307.22 Chronic Motor or Vocal Tic

Disorder (03)
307.21 Transient Tic Disorder (04)

specifyif SingleEpisode/Recurrent
307.20 Tic Disorder NOS (105)

EUMINATION DISORDERS (06)
Encopresis (106)

787.6 With Constipation and
Overflow Incontinence

307.7 Without Constipation and
Overflow Incontinence

307.6 Enuresis (Not Due to a General
Medical Condition) (08)
specify type: Nocturnal Only/Diurnal
Only/Nocturnal and Diurnal

- -

OTHERD~ORDERSOFINFANCY,
CHILDHOOD, OR ADOLESCENCE
309.21 Separation Anxiety Disorder (10)

specify if: EarlyOnset'
313.23 Selective Mutism'(1l4)
313.89 Reactive Attachment Disorder

of Infancy or Early
Childhood (116)
specify type: Inhibited Type/
Disinhibited Type

307.3 StereotypicMovement
Disorder (118)
specify if With Self-Injurious Behavior

313.9 Disorder of Infancy, Childhood,
or Adolescence NOS (121)

DEURIUM (124)
293.0 Delirium Due to .. . [Indicate

the General Medical
Condition] (127)
Substance Intoxication Delirium

(refer to Substance-Related
Disordersfor substance-specific
codes) (129)
Substance Withdrawal Delirium

(refer to Substance-Related
Disordersfor substance-specific
codes) (129)
Delirium Due to Multiple
Etiologies (code each of the
specific etiologies) (32)

780.09 Delirium NOS (33)

DEMENTIA (33)
290.xx Dementia of the Alzheimer's

Type, With Early Onset (also
code 331.0 Alzheimer's disease
on Axis III) (39)

.10 Uncomplicated

.11 With Delirium

.12 With Delusions

.13 With Depressed Mood
specify if With Behavioral Disturbance

-------



-- -

DSM-IVClassification

290.xx

290.xx
040
.41
.42
.43

294.9

294.1

294.1

294.1

290.10

290.10

294.1

.0

.3

.20

.21

Dementia of the Alzheimer's
Type, With Late Onset (also
code 331.0 Alzheimer's disease
on Axis III) (139)

Uncomplicated
With Delirium
With Delusions

With Depressed Mood
specify if: With Behavioral Distllrbanc~

Vascular Dementia (143)
Uncomplicated
With Delirium
With Delusions
With Depressed Mood

Specify if: With Behavioml Di~turbance

Dementia Due to HIV Disease

(also code 043.1 HIV infection
a.ffecting central nervous system
on Axis III) (148)
Dementia Due to Head Trauma

(also code 854.00 head injUlY
on Axis III) (148)
Dementia Due to Parkinson's
Disease (also code 332.0
Parkin.son's disease on
Axis III) (148-)
Dementia Due to Huntington's
Disease (also code 333.4
Huntington's disease on
Axis /II) (149)
Dementia Due to Pick's Disease
(also code 331.1 Pick's disease
on Axis III) (149)
Dementia Due to
Creutzfeldt-]akob Disease (also
code 046.1 Creutzfeldt-jakob
disease on Axis III) (150)

~

Dementia Due to . . . [Indicate
the General Medical Condition
not listed above] (also code the
general medical condition on
Axis III) (151)

Substance-Induced Persisting
Dementia (refer to Substance-
Related Disorders for substance-
specific codes) (152)
Dementia Due to Multiple
Etiologies (code each of the
specific etiologies) (154)

294.8 Dementia NOS (155)

AMNESTICDISORDERS (156)
294.0 Amnestic Disorder Due to . . .

[Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (158)
Specify if: TmnsientlChronic

Substance-Induced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (refer to
Substance-Related Disorders/or
substance-specific codes) (161)

294.8 Amnestic Disorder NOS (163)

OTHER COGNITIVEDISORDERS (163)
294.9 Cognitive Disorder NOS (163)

~..,..:t.:"_--"___~-'>'_-"'" ," . ~-"';;,,""-':"<"",' '~"'--'_'-

.". Meht~lDisOrders:biie'toa'" ;..
""': ,; ~ ',""':;"~:'_"::~_~"'~:~":..",.-,~..:.::- . "_:"" i ..~~:- ,::,,",{'::' ;,<., ,.',

9~li~ral,M~dic~1,coildi.~lo.np.. .

Not"Eis~wh~re.'da~~ifted{1(5) .
.;:':, ~.. ... '.- ..'.~! . ".. .

293.89 Catatonic Disorder Due to . . .
[Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (169)

310.1 Personality Change Due to. . .
[Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (171)
specify type: Labile Type/Disinhibited
Type/Aggressive Type/Apathetic Type/
Paranoid Type/Other Type/Combined
Type/Unspecified Type

293.9 Mental Disorder NOS Due to . . .
[Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (174)



DSM- IV Classification

a Thefollowing specifiers may be applied to
Substance Dependence:

With Physiological Dependence/Without
Physiological Dependence

Early Full Remission/Early Partial Remission
Sustained Full Remission/Sust;lined Partial

Remission

On Agonist The11lpy/In a Controlled
Environment

Tbefollowing specifiers apply to
Substance-Induced Disorders as noted:

.With Onset During Intoxication/wWith Onset
During Withdrawal

ALCOHOL-RElATEDDISORDERS(194)

Alcohol Use Diso."ders

303.90 Alcohol Dependencea (195)
305.00 Alcohol Abuse (96)

Alcohol-Induced Disorders
303.00 Alcohol Intoxication (96)
291.8 Alcohol Withdrawal (97)

Spec([y (f With Perceptual Diswrbances

Alcohol Intoxication Delirium (129)
Alcohol Withdrawal Delirium (129)
Alcohol-Induced Persisting
Dementia (52)

291.1 Alcohol-Induced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (161)

291.x Alcohol-Induced Psychotic
Disorder(310) .

With DelusionsI,w
With Hallucinations"w

Alcohol-Induced Mood
Disorder"w (370)

291.8 Alcohol-Induced Anxiety
DisorderI,w (439)

291.8 Alcohol-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction' (519)

29,1.8 Alcohol-Induced Sleep
Disorder"w (60l)

291.0
291.0
291.2

.5

.3
291.8

291.9 Alcohol-Related Disorder
NOS (204)

-------

AMPHETAMINE(OR AMPHETAMINE-
LIKE}-REIATED DISORDERS (204)

Amphetamine Use Disorders
304.40 Amphetamine Dependence<l (206)
305.70 Amphetamine Abuse (206)

Amphetamine-Induced Disorders
292.89 Amphetamine Intoxication (207)

Specify if With Perceptual Disturbances

292.0 Amphetamine Withdrawal (208)
292.81 Amphetamine Intoxication

Delirium (129)
292.xx Amphetamine-Induced

Psychotic Disorder (310)
With Delusionsl
With Hallucinationsl

Amphetamine-Induced Mood
Disordel.l,w (370)

292.89 Amphetamine-Induced Anxiety
DisorderI (439)

292.89 Amphetamine-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction' (519)

292.89 Amphetamine-Induced Sleep
Disorderl,w (60l)

.11

.12
292.84

292.9 Amphetamine-Related Disorder
NOS (211)

CAFFEINE-RElATEDDISORDERS(212)

Caffeine-Induced Dis01"ders
305.90 Caffeine Intoxication (212)
292.89 Caffeine-Induced Anxiety

Disorderl (439)
292.89 Caffeine-Induced Sleep

Disorder' (60l)

292.9 Caffeine-Related Disorder
NOS (215)

CANNABIS-RElATEDDISORDERS(215)
Cannabis Use Disordet"s
304.30 Cannabis Dependencea (216)
305.20 Cannabis Abuse (217)

Cannabis-Induced Disorders
292.89 Cannabis Intoxication (217)

Specify if With Perceptual Disturb;mces
292.81 Cannabis Intoxication

Delirium (129)

- ----- - - - -- -
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DSM-IVClassification

292.xx CannabLc;-InducedPsychotic
Disorder (310)

With Delusions'
With Hallucinations'

Cannabis-Induced Anxiety
Disorder' (439)

.11

.12
292.89

292.9 Cannabis-Related Disorder
NOS (221)

COCAINE-RElATEDDISORDERS (221)

Cocaine Use Disorders
304.20 Cocaine Dependence" (222)
305.60 Cocaine Abuse (223)

Cocaine-Induced Disordet.s
292.89 Cocaine Intoxication (223)

!>1iC!C([VIi With Perceptual Disturbances

292.0 Cocaine Withdrawal (225)
292.81 Cocaine Intoxication

Delirium (129)
292.xx Cocaine-Induced Psychotic

Disorder (310)
With Delusions'
With Hallucinations'

Cocaine-Induced Mood
Disorder"w (370)

292.89 Cocaine-Induced Anxiety
Disorder"w (439) .

292.89 Cocaine-Induced Sexual
Dysfunction' (519)

292.89 Cocaine-Induced Sleep
Disorder"w (601)

.11

.12
292.84

292.9 Cocaine-Related Disorder
NOS (229)

HALLUCINOGEN-RElATED
DISORDERS (229)

Hallucinogen Use Disordet.s
304.50 Hallucinogen Dependence" (230)
305.30 Hallucinogen Abuse (231)

Hallucinogen-Induced Disorders
292.89 Hallucinogen Intoxication (232)
292.89 Hallucinogen Persisting

Perception Disorder
(Flashbacks) (233)

292.81 Hallucinogen Intoxication
Delirium (129)
Hallucinogen-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (310) .

With Delusions'
With Hallucinations'

Hallucinogen-Induced Mood
Disorder' (370)
Hallucinogen-Induced Anxiety
Disorder' (439)

292.xx

.11

.12
292.84

292.89

292.9 Hallucinogen-Related Disorder
NOS (236)

INHAlANT-RElATEDDISORDERS(236)

Inhalant Use Disorders
304.60 Inhalant Dependence" (238)
305.90 Inhalant Abuse (238)

Inhalant-Induced Disorders
292.89 Inhalant Intoxication (239)
292.81 Inhalant Intoxication

Delirium (129)
292.82 Inhalant-Induced Persisting

Dementia (152)
292.xx Inhalant-Induced Psychotic

Disorder (310)
With Delusions'
With Hallucinations'

Inhalant-Induced Mood
Disorder' (370)

292.89 Inhalant-Induced Anxiety
Disorder' (439)

.11

.12
292:84

292.9 Inhalant-Related Disorder
NOS (242)

NICOTINE-RElATEDDISORDERS (242)

Nicotine Use Disorder
305.10 Nicotine Dependence" (243)

Nicotine-Induced Disorder
292.0 Nicotine Withdrawal (244)

292.9 Nicotine-Related Disorder
NOS (247)

OPIOID-REIATEDDISORDERS (247)

Opioid Use Disorders
304.00 Opioid Dependence" (248)
305.50 Opioid Abuse (249)

- ----



DSM-IV Classification

Opioid-Induced Disorders
292.89 Opioid Intoxication (249)

specify if With Perceptual Disturbances

Opioid Withdrawal (250)
Opioid Intoxication Delirium (129)
Opioid-Induced psychotic
Disorder (310)

With DelusionsI
With Hallucinationsl

Opioid-Induced Mood
Disorder] (370)

292.89 Opioid-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (519)

292.89 Opioid-Induced Sleep
Disorderl,w (601)

292.0
292.81
292.xx

.11

.12
292.84

292.9 Opioid-Rehlted Disorder NOS (255)

PHENCYCLIDINE (OR
PHENCYCLIDINE-LIKE}-
RElATED DISORDERS (255)

Phencyclidine Use Disorders
304.90 Phencyclidine Dependence:! (256)
305.90 Phencyclidine Abuse (257)

Phencyclidine-Induced Disorders
292.89 Phencyclidine Intoxication (257)

specify if With Perceptual Di5turbances

292.81 Phencyclidine Intoxication
Delirium (129)

292.xx Phencyclidine-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (310)

With Delusionsl
With Hallucinations]

Phencyclidine-Induced Mood
Disorderl (370)

292.89 Phencyclidine-Induced Anxiety
DisorderI (439)

.11

.12
292.84

292.9 Phencyclidine-Related Disorder
NOS (261)

SEDATIVE-,HYPNOTIC-, OR
~OLYTIC-REIATED
DISORDERS (261)

Sedative, Hypnotic, or
Anxiolytic Use Disorde.;s'
304.10 Sedative, Hypnotic; or Anxiolytic

Dependence" (262)

- -

305.40 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic
Abuse (263)

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Disorders
292.89 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic

Intoxication (263)
292.0 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Amdolytic

Withdrawal (264)
Specify if With Perceptual Dislllrbances

292.81 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Amdolytic
Intoxication Delirium (129)

292.81 Sedative, Hypnotic, or Anxiolytic
Withdrawal Delirium (129)

292.82 Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic- Induced Persisting
Dementia (152)

292.83 Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic- Induced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (161)

292.xx Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (310)

With Delusionsl,w
With Hallucinationsl,w

Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Mood
Disorclerl,w (370)

292.89 Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Anxiety
Disorderw (439)

292.89 Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctionl (519)

292.89 Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Induced Sleep
Disorderl,w (601)

.11

.12
292.84

292.9 Sedative-, Hypnotic-, or
Anxiolytic-Related
Disorder NOS (269)

POLYSUBSTANCE-REIATED
DISORDER

304.80 Polysubstanc~ Dependence" (270)
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OrnER (OR UNKNOWN)
SUBSTANCE-RELATED
DISORDERS (270)

Other (or Unknown) Substance
Use'Disorders
304.90 Other (or Unknown) Substance

Dependence3 (176)
305.90 Other (or Unknown) Substance

Abuse (182)

Other (or Unknown) Substance-
Induced Disorders
292.89 Other (or Unknown) Substance

Intoxication (183)
Specify if: With Perceptual Disturbances

292.0 Other (or Unknown) Substance
Withdrawal (184)
specify if: With Perceptual Disturbances

292.81 Other (or Unknown) Substance-
Induced Delirium (129)

292.82 Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Persisting
Dementia (152)

292.83 Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Persisting
Amnestic Disorder (161)

292.xx Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (310)

With DelusionsI,w
With HallucinationsI,w

Other (or Unknown) Substance-
Induced Mood DisorderI,w (370)

292.89 Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Anxiety
Disorderl,w (439)

292.89 Other (or Unknown)
Substance-Induced Sexual
Dysfunctioni (519)

292.89 Other (or Unknown) Substance-
Induced Sleep DisorderI,w (601)

.11

.12
292.84

292.9 Other (or Unknown) Substance-
Related Disorder NOS(272)

295.xx Schizophrenia (274)

Thefollowing Classification of Longitudi-
nal Course applies to all subtypes ofSchizo-
phrenia:

Episodic With Interepisode Residual Sympto~s
(specify if: With Prominent Negative
Symptoms)/Episodic With No Interepisode
Residual Symptoms

Continuous (specify if: With Prominent
Negative Symptonl.~)

Single Episode In Partial Remission (specify if:
With Prominent Negative Symptoms)/Single
Episode In Full Remission

Other or Unspecified Pattern

.30

.10

.20

.90

.60

295.40

295.70

297.1

298.8

297.3
293.xx

298.9

Paranoid Type (287)
Disorganized Type (287)
Catatonic Type (288)
Undifferentiated Type (289)
Residual Type (289)

.81

.82

Schizophreniform Disorder (290)
Specif)' if: Without Good Prognostic
Featurcs/With Good Prognostic Features

Schizoaffective Disorder (292)
Specify ope: Dipolar Type/
Depressive Type
Delusional Disorder (296)
specify type: Erotom:mic
Type/Gmndiose Type/Jealous
Type/PersecutOlY Type/Somatic
Type/Mixed Type/Unspedfied Type

Brief psychotic Disorder (302)
Specify if: With Marked
Stressor(s)/Without Marked

Stressor(s)/With Postpartum
Onset

Shared Psychotic Disorder (305)
Psychotic Disorder Due to . . .
{Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (306)

With Delusions
With Hallucinations

Substance-Induced Psychotic
Disorder (refer to Substance-
Related Disordersfor substance-
specific codes) (310)
specify if: With Onset During
IntoxicationlWith Onset During
Withdrawal

Psychotic Disorder NOS (315)



DSM-IV Classification

Code current state of Major Depressive
Disorderor Bipolar I Disorder infifth digit:

I-Mild
2 = Mod~rate

3 = Severe Without Psychotic Fe-.ltures
4 - Severe With P~)'chotic Features

Spt>cify: Mood-Congruent Psychotic
Features/Mood-Incongnlent Psychotic
Features

5 = (n P:lrtial Uemission
6 = (n Full Hemission

o - Unspecitled

T7Jefollowing ::.pecifiersapp{y (for current
or most recent episode) to Mood Disorders
as noted:

"Severity/PsychotiC/Remission
Spedllersl'CllI'onkfWith Catatonic
FeaturesilWith Melancholic Featun:s/:With
Atypk111Features/With PostparlUl11Onset

Thefollowing specifiers app{y to Mood
Disorders as noted:

HWith or Without Fulllntcrepisode RecovelY/
hWith Seasonal Pattern;'With Hapid Cycling

DEPRESSIVEDISORDERS
296.xx Major Depressive Disorder, (339)

.2x Single Episode",h,c:,d,c,r

.3x Recurrent".h,(',d,c,f,g,h
300.4 Dysthymic Disorder (345)

specify if E:lrly Onset/L:lte Onset
Specify: With AtypiC:l1Features

311 Depressive Disorder NOS (350)

BIPOLARDISORDERS
296.xx Bipolar I Disorder, (350)

.Ox Single Manic Episode",c:,f
specifyif Mixed

040 Most Recent Episode
Hypomanid!,h,i

Ax Most Recent Episode
Manic",C:,f,!I,h,i

.6x Most Recent Episode
Mixed",c,f,g,h,i

.5x Most Recent Episode
Depressed",h,c,d,c,f,H,h,i

.7 Most Recent Episode
Unspecifiedll,h,i

296.89 .Bipolar II Disordel~"b,c,d,c,f,II,h,i(359)
specify (current or most wcellt
epLmde): Hypomanic/Depressed

301.13 Cyclothymic Disorder (363)
296,80 Bipolar Disorder NOS (366)

293.83 Mood Disorder Due to . . ,
[Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (366)
Specify type: With Depressive
FeatureslWith Major Depressive-Like
EpisodelWith Manic Features!With
Mixed Fe:ltures

Substance-Induced Mood
Disorder (refer to Substance-
Related Disordersfor substal1ce-
specific codes) (370)
Specify ~)'/X!: With Depressive
Features/With Manic Features!With
Mixed Features

Specif)' il With Onset During
Intoxic:ttionIWith Ons~.t During
Withdl11wal

296.90 Mood Disorder NOS (375)

300.01

300.21

300.22

300.29

300.23

300.3

309,81

308.3
300.02

293.89

Anxiety Disord~rs (39~)... .

Panic Disorder Without

Agoraphobia (397)
Panic Disorder With
Agoraphobia (397)
Agoraphobia Without Hist01Yof
Panic Disorder (403)
Specific Phobia (405)
Specify I)-pe: Animal Type/Natural

Environment Type/Blood-! njcction-
Injury Type/Sitlmtional Type/Other Type

Social Phobia (411)
Specifyif Generalized
Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder (417)
Specify if With Poor Insight
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (424)
Specify if Acute/Chronic
Specify if: With Delayed Onset
Acute Stress Disorder (429)
Generalized Anxiety
Disorder (432)
Anxiety Disorder Due to , . .
[Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (436)
specijy if: With Gene dized Anxiety/
With Panic AttackslWith Obsessive-
Compulsive Symptoms



---

DSM-IVClassification

Substance-Induced Anxiety
Disorder (refer to Substance-
Related Disorde1"Sfor substance-
specific codes) (439)
specify if: With Generalized
Anxiety/With Panic Attacks/With
Obsessive-Compulsive Symptoms/
With Phohic Symptoms
Specify if: With Onset During
IntoxicationlWith Onset During
Withdrawal

300.00 Anxiety Disorder NOS (444)

300.81
300.81

300.11

307.xx
.80

300.7

300.7
300.81

.89

Somatization Disorder (446)
Undifferentiated Somatoform
Disorder (450)
Conversion Disorder (452)
Specify type: With MOlor Symptom or

Deficit/With Sensory Symptom or
Dcficil/With Seizures or
Convulsions/With Mixed
Presentation

Pain Disorder (458)
Associated With

Psychological Factors
Associated With Both

Psychological Factors and a
General Medical Condition

Specij} if: Acute/Chronic

Hypochondriasis (462)
Specilv if: With Poor rnsight

Body Dysni.orphic Disorder (466)
Somatoform Disorder NOS (468)

300.xx
.16

300.19

.19

Factitious Disorder (471)
With Predominantly
Psychological Signs and
Symptoms
With Predominantly Physical
Signs and Symptoms
With Combined Psychological
and Physical Signs and
Symptoms

Factitious Disorder NOS (475)

.19

300.12
300.13
300.14
300.6
300.15

Dissociative Amnesia (478)
Dissociative Fugue (481)
Dissociative Identity Disorder (484)
Depersonalization Disorder (488)
Dissociative Disorder NOS (490)

SEXUALDYSFUNCTIONS (493)
7befollowing specifiers apply to all
primary Sexual Dy.~runctions;

Lifelong Type/Acquired Type
Generalized Type/Situational Type
Due 10 Psychological Factors/Due to

Combined Factors

Sexual Desire Disorders

302.71 Hypoactive Sexual Desire
Disorder (496)

302.79 Sexual Aversion Disorder (499)

Sexual Arousal Disorders
302.72 Female Sexual Arousal

Disorder (500)
302.72 Male Erectile Disorder (502)

Orgasmic Disorders
302.73 Female Orgasmic Disorder (505)
302.74 Male Orgasmic Disorder (507)
302.75 Premature Ejaculation (509)

Sexual Pain pisorders
302.76 Dyspareunia (Not Due to a

General Medical Condition) (511)
306.51 Vaginismus (Not Due to a

General Medical Condition) (513)

Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General
Medical Condition (515)
625.8 Female Hypoactive Sexual

Desire Disorder Due to . . .
[Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (515)

608.89 Male Hypoactive Sexual
Desire Disorder Due to . . .
!Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (515)



DSM-IV Classification

Male Erectile Disorder Due to . . .
!Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (515)
Female Dyspareunia Due to . . .
!Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (515)
Male Dyspareunia Due to . . .
!Indicate the General Medical
Condition} (515)
Other Female Sexual Dysfunction
Due to . . .[Indicate the General
Medical Condition] (515)
Other Male Sexual Dysfunction
Due to . . .[Indicate the General
Medi~al Conditi0l1} (515)

Substance- Induced Sexual

Dysfunction (nifer to Substance-
Related Disorders/or substance-
spectfic codes) (519)
Speci/v i/ With Impaired Desire/
With ImpairedArousal/Withhnp.lired
OrgasmlWith Sexu.llPain
Specif.v (/.: With Onset During
IntoxiGUion

302.70 Sexual Dysfunction NOS (522)

PARAPHIUAS (522)
302.4 Exhibitionism (525)
302.81 Fetishism (526)
302.89 Frotteurism (527)
302.2 Pedophilia (527)

Specify if: Sexually Attracted to
Males/Sexually Attmcted to Ee.!!!~les/
Sexually Attf'dcted to Both
Specify if: Limited to Incest
Specify (ype: Exclusive Type/
Nonexclusive Type
Sexual Masochism (529)
Sexual Sadism (530)
Transvestic Fetishism (530)
Specify if: WithGender Dysphoria

302.82 Voyeurism (532)
302.9 Paraphilia NOS (532)

302.83
302.84
302.3

GENDERIDENTITYDISORDERS (532)
302.xx Gender Identity Disorder (532)

.6 in Children

.85 in Adolescents or Adults
Specify if: Sexually Attracted to Males/
Sexually Attf'dcted to Females/Sexually
Anracted to Both/Sexually AttrJcted to
Neither

302.6 Gender Identity Disorder
NOS (538)

302.9 Sexual Disorder NOS (538)

f;;i,~~"t~!,,~:'R~¥.~!i~~;~5~~?;'i;'::,{:,';

307.1 Anorexia Nervosa (539)
Specify (ype: Restricting Type;

Binge-Eating/Purging Type

307.51 Bulimia Nervosa (545)
Specify ~vpe: Purging Type!
Nonpurging Type

307.50 Eating Disorder NOS (550)

sJ~~'~:)!~~r.~'~r.~,~5?1)

PRIMARYSLEEPDISORDERS (553)

Dyssomnias (553)
307.42 PrimalY Insomnia (553)
307.44 Primaty Hypersomnia (557)

Specifyif: Recurrent
347 Narcolepsy (562)
780.59 Breathing-Related Sleep

Disorder (567)
307.45 Circadian Rhythm Sleep

Disorder (573)
Specify type: Delayed Sleep Phase
Type/Jet Lag Type/Shift Work Type/
Unspecified Type

307.47 Dyssomnia NOS (579)

Parasomnias (579)
307.47 Nightmare Disorder (580)
307.46 Sleep Terror Disorder (583)
307.46 Sleepwalking Disorder (587)
307.47 Parasomnia NOS (592)

607.84

625.0

608.89

-->
625.8

608.89



- --

DSM-IVClassification

SLEEP DISORDERS RELATED TO
ANOTHER MENTAL DISORDER (592)
307.42 Insomnia Related to . . .

{Indicate the Axis I or Axis II
Disorder] (592)

307.44 Hypersomnia Related to. . .
{Indicate the Axis lor Axis II
Disorder} (592)

OTHER SLEEP DISORDERS
780.xx Sleep Disorder Due to . . .

(Indicate the General Medical
Condition] (597)

.52 Insomnia Type

.54 Hypersomnia Type

.59 Parasomnia Type

.59 Mixed Type
Substance-Induced Sleep Disorder
(rc~lerto Substance-Related
Disorders for st/bstance-specffic
codes) (601)
specify ~)'Pe: Inliomnia Type!

Hypersomnia Type/l'arasomnia Type!
Mixed Type
Specify if Wilh Onlic[ During

Intoxication/With Onset During
Withdrawal

~~.:.! :.- .:~ ::.: _' _, :-:. -':'::~~" '~:'.':',:., ." ':.;r:\..:,>:~~-: .~;~ !':~:\".:T~"::.., ,''-,__~:.. :'/;"-':" ,'...~'i

'. lrripulse-:-Control Disordei:s~Not'
'; ,,':' -"',>'!.' '; :,;.~.:,",:. ',- :~: .;'; ~',.'.-',: '-~.: ~;\., ::.,,:;' ,. '!.:- ~,~-) :.,.. :;, ;.: . ::;

. '..~I~ewher;e .CI~ssified.(?09),!'iUF':~. ," " ".-." , '.,.. ...~_:" ; -;~ ',", :;.'.~~',,"":"'-;";'" ,';.':.

312.34 Intermittent Explosive Disorder (609)
312.32 Kleptomania (612)
312.33 Pyromania (614)
312.31 Pathological Gambling (615)
312.39 Trichotillomania (618)
312.30 Impulse-Control Disorder NOS (621)

309.xx
.0
.24
.28

.3

.4

Adjustment Disorder (623)
With Depressed Mood
With Anxiety
With Mixed Anxiety and
Depressed Mood
With Disturbance of Conduct
With Mixed Disturbance of
Emotions and Conduct

Unspecified
Specifyif: Acute/Chronic

.9

Note:
301.0
301.20
301.22

301.7
301.83

301.50

301.81

301.82

301.6

301.4

301.9

1bese are coded on Axis II.

Paranoid Personality Disorder (634)
Schizoid Personality Disorder (638)
Schizotypal Personality
Disorder (641)
Antisocial Personality Disorder (645)
Borderline Personality
Disorder (650)
Histrionic Personality
Disorder (655)
Narcissistic Personality
Disorder (658)
Avoidant Personality
Disorder (662)
Dependent Personality
Disorder (665)
Obsessive-Compulsive Personality
Disorder (669)
Personality Disorder NOS (673)

':"9tber.~6n'4iii:Qris.Th~tM~y;:" '.'

. Be'a f.o.cu~'_Q(Ctinital .' , :
, - ,,'" '_"', -, t. " ~ - .- .'--' .,. ,

Attenti'onC67sr', ';.":.: .
, . ':".\: ,,:',

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
AFFECTING MEDICAL
CONDITION (675)
316 . . . [Specified Psychological Factor}

Affecting. . . (Indicate the
GeneralMedical C0l1dition}(675)
Choose name based on nature of

factors:
Mental Disorder Affecting Medical

Condition
Psychological Symptoms Affecting

Medical Condition
Personality Traits or Coping Style

Affecting Medical Condition
Maladaptive Health Behaviors

Affecting Medical Condition
Stress-Related Physiological

Response Affecting Medical
Condition

Other or Unspecified
Psychological Factors
Affecting Medical Condition



- - - - -

DSM-IV Classification

MEDICATION-INDUCED

MOVEMENTDISORDERS (678)
332.1 Neuroleptic-Induced

Parkinsonism (679)
333.92 Neuroleptic Malignant

Syndrome (679)
333.7 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute

Dystonia (679)
333.99 Neuroleptic-Induced Acute

Akathisia (679)
333.82 Neuroleptic:!nduced Tardive

Dyskinesia (679)
333.1 Medication-Induced Postural

Tremor (680)
333.90 Medication-Induced Movement

Disorder NOS (680)

ornER MEDICATION-INDUCED
DISORDER
995.2 Adverse Effects of Medication

NOS (680)

RELATIONALPROBLEMS(680)
V61.9 Relational Problem Related to

a Mental Disorder or General
Medical Condition (681)

V61.20 Parent-Child Relational
Problem (681)
Partner Relational Problem (681)
Sibling Relational Problem (681)
Relational Problem NOS (681)

v61.1
V61.8
V62.81

PROBLEMSRELATEDTO ABUSE
OR NEGLECI'(682)
V61.21 Physical Abuse of Child (682)

(code 995.5 iffocus of attention
is on victim)

V61.21 Sexual Abuse of Child (682)
(code 9955 iffocus of attention
is on victim)

V61.21 Neglect of Child (682)
(code 995.5 iffocus of attention
is on victim)

V61.l Physical Abuse of Adult (682)
(code 995.81 iffocus of attention
is on victim)

V61.1 Sexual Abuse of Adult (682)
(code 995.81 iffoeus of attention
is on victim)

ADDmONAL CONDmONS THAT
MAYBE A FOCUSOF CLINICAL
ATfENTION (683)
V15.81 Noncompliance With

Treatment (683)
Malingering (683)
Adult Antisocial Behavior (683)
Child or Adolescent Antisocial
Behavior (684)

V62.89 Borderline Intellectual
Functioning (684)
Note: This is coded on A.."(;isII.

Age-Related Cognitive Decline (684)
Bereavement (684)
Academic Problem (685)
Occupational Problem (685)
Identity Problem (685)
Religious or Spidtual Problem (685)
Acculturation Problem (685)
Phase of Life Problem (685)

v65.2
V71.01
V71.02

780.9
V62.82
V62.3
V62.2
313.82
V62.89
V62.4
V62.89

i'i.AddlHonalc8'a'eg.::"
~:: :.:'.~: '. .:'::.:. I,-~.:.:.::~~"::'~;"<:..d::~' .:':;_':- .':';' :':~~"~ ;,-::;;',;, i',- :. ..:: '.

300.9 Unspecified Mental Disorder
(nonpsychotic) (687)

V71.09 No Diagnosis or Condition on
Axis I (687)

799.9 Diagnosis or Condition Deferred
on Axis I (687)

V71.09 No Diagnosis on Axis II (687)
799.9 Diagnosis Deferred on Axis II (687)

Axis I Clinical Disorders

Other Conditions That May Be a
Focus of Clinical Attention

Axis II Personality Disorders
Mental Retardation

Axis III General Medical Conditions

Axis IV Psychosocial and Environmental
Problems

Axis V Global Assessment of Functioning

- --- - - - - - -- - - -
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ANNEXURE C

MULIAXIAL EVALUATIONREPORTFORM

The followingform is offered as one possibility for reporting multiaxial evaluations. In some
settings, this form may be used exactly as is; in other settings, the form may be adapted to
satisfy special needs.

AXIS I : ClinicalDisorders

Other Conditions That May Be a Focus of ClinicalAttention

Diagnostic code DSM-IV name

------

------

---"--

AXIS II: Personality Disorders
Mental Retardation

Diagnostic code DSM-IV name

------

---"--

AXIS III: General Medical Conditions

ICD-9-CM code ICD-9-CM name

------

------
---"--

. .



AXIS IV: Psychosocial and Environmental Problems

Check:

o Problemswith primary support group Specify.

o Problemsrelated to the social environment Specify.

o Educationalproblems Specify.

o Occupationalproblems Specify.

o Housingproblems Specify.

o Economicproblems Specify.

o Problemswith access to health services Specify.

o Problems related to interaction with the legal system/crime Specify.

o Other psychosocial and environmental problems Specify.

AXIS V: Global Assesment of Functioning Scale Score:

Time frame:

- - --- - - --



-- -- ----

EXAMPLES OF HOW TO RECORD
RESULTS OF A DSM-IV MULTIAXIAL EVALUATION

Major depressive disorder, single episode, severe without
psychotic features
Alcoholabuse

Dependent personality disorder
Frequent use of denial
None

Threat of job loss
(current)

Mooddisorder due to Hypothyroidism, with depressive
features
No diagnosis, histrionic personality features
Hypothyroidism
Chronic angle-closure glaucoma
None

(on admission)
(at discharge)

Partner relational problem
No diagnosis
None

Unemployment
(highest level past year)

Example 1:

Axis 1 296.23

305.00
Axis II 301.6

Axis III
Axis IV
Axis V GAF=35

Example 2:

Axis 1 300.4 Dysthymicdisorder
315.00 Readingdisorder

Axis II V71.09 No diagnosis
Axis III 382.9 Otitis media, recurrent
Axis IV Victimof child neglect
Axis V GAF=53 (current)

Example 3:

Axis 1 293.83

Axis II V71.09
Axis III 244.9

365.23
Axis IV
Axis V GAF=45

GAF=65

Example 4:

Axis 1 V61.1
Axis II V71.09
Axis III
Axis IV
Axis V GAF=83



(ANNEXURED)

EXAMPLE OF A REPORTTO REFERING MEDICAL PRACTITIONER

Dr

(NOT FORFORENSICPURPOSES)

Dear

RE

Thank you very much for your referal!

1. PSYCHOLOGICALIMPRESSIONS/CUNICAL BACKGROUNDINFORMATION AND

RELEVANT IDIOSYNCRATIC UFE EVENTS

- -
-



2. BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Age:

Highest academic qualification :

Yocation :

Matrimonial status :

3. CLINICAL IMPRESSIONS AND MEDICAL STATUS ANALYSIS: CONDITIONAL
DIAGNOSIS ACCORDING TO THE DSM-IY. MULTIAXIAL EYALUATION

IAXIS. ..

.(

..~..

..I

.

'.

.

: ...
.

1 CLINICAL DISORDERS/OTHER CONDITIONS THAT MAY BE A FOCUS.. OF CLINICAL ATTENTION:

~A$g:1 PERSONALITY DISORDERS/MENTAL RETARDATION:

DIAGNOSTIC CODE DSM-IV -NAME

_.;.<1 GENERALMEDICALCONDITIONS(FORTHELASTSIX MONTHS)

'" Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edition

btA6NosT.tcco6E ;

.
.b$I\l'NAMe

'.

,;...o._.._,-...9.'. , .,...-..,......,.."", ,. ""

.........,K. .....i. ......"'......
J1G[),.;9",CM4 NAME. 7'

..



4. PRESENTMEDICATION

*
*
*

5. THERAPYSTRATEGY

5.1 Psychometric evaluation :

5.2 Psychotherapy :

5.3 Psychopharmacology :

6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SIGNATURE



~:ty:' PSYCHOSOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS:

o Problems with primary support qroup :

Specify:

o Problems related to the social environment:

Specify:

o Educationalproblems:

Specify:

o OccuDationalproblems:

Specify:

o Housinqproblems:

Specify:

o Economicproblems:

Specify:

o Problems with access to health care services:

Specify:

o Problems related to interaction with the leqal system/crime:

Specify:

o Other psychosocial and environmental problems:

Specify:

~ GLOBAL-ASSESSMENTOF FUNCTIONINGSCALE*

Score :

Time frame:

* "(GlobalAssessment of Functioning(GAF)Scale" volgens DSM IV; AppendixA)

----- -- --




